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O'Brien, Collins
Take Primary
By Marianne O'Connell

The condition of this Volkswagen, leaving Fairfield Beach Road, is symbolic of the effects of the
blizzard that swept the Eastern Seaboard from Feb. 6-8. The storm, which left two feet of snow,
kept most beach residents indoors, as rising tides left chest-deep water in many places, damaging
houses and automobiles. For details on the storm, see page 14. [Photo by Vince Howley.]

Flu Epidemic Hits Here;
infirmary Flows Over
By Claudia Mapp
On Feb. 6, the University was hit by
an outbreak of the flu that mid-week
reached epidemic proportions. An
estimated 850 students came down
with the flu by last Friday afternoon.
10% of these students were sent home
by the infirmary and throughout the
week the nine beds in the infirmary
remained full. Many students acting
on their own initiative left the campus
for the weekend to escape or recover
from the flu.
The flu's symptoms began with head
and body aches for the victim. A sore
throat, cough and fever soon followed.
Many students saw their temperatures
rise to 103 degrees before it finally
broke. Student's whose temperatures
went above 103 were confined to the
infirmary's beds.
The infirmary gave out vast
amounts of cough syrup, throat
losengers, Tylenol, Coricidin 'D', and
salt. Dr. Santella (the University
doctor) felt that the best thing for
students to do was "drink alot of fluids

and rest."
Dr. Santella stated that by mid-week
the flu was considered an epidemic,
"but only among the students." There
had been no sign that the faculty was
also coming down with the flu. This
was one of the reasons classes were
not cancelled for a few days as
rumoured. Even though 33% of the
students were ill, the faculty remained
healthy. If the faculty had begun to
call in sick at the same rate as the
students, then school may have been
cancelled for a few days. A second
hinderance to the University's closing
was the condition of Connecticut and
Massachusetts
roadways
after
Monday's blizzard. Most of the roads
in these two states were off limits to
any vehicle except for the police and
doctors. In order for the school closing
to be effective all students would have
been sent home to rid the campus of
the bug. Since the roads were in a
"state of disaster" many students
would have had to stay in the dorms,
thus letting the flu germs incubate

instead of being destroyea by having
no one to live off of for a few days.
Last Wednesday afternoon students
had to wait up to two hours to see one
of the three dedicated nurses on duty
in the infirmary. Mrs. Pitt, Mrs.
Kennedy and Mrs. Alexander put in 7
a.m. to 9 p.m. shifts during the outbreak. "We didn't have time to stop
for lunch or dinner breaks," said Mrs.
Pitt, but still these women remained
cheerful and showed concern for each
student they helped.
Students who remained well were
able to get food for sick friends in the
cafeteria. By presenting the sick
person's I.D. card to a Macke worker,
he would put together a meal to be
brought back to the dorm. Also in
answer to a Food Committee
suggestion, orange juice was available
at all meals.
Dr. Santella said on Friday that he
felt the worst of the epidemic was over
and that the flu was on a "down swing
right now."

Vinnie O'Brien and Kevin Collins
were the winners of yesterday's
primary election for F.U.S.A.
president. O'Brien received the most
votes with 661 votes. Collins followed
.up with 574.
Jim Hoefner finished third with 533
votes. Greg Blair was fourth with 259
votes. Fred Mascolo finished last with
73.
Turnout for the election was high
with 1,300 students casting votes, a
turnout far ahead of recent years
which rarely saw more than 1,000
students vote.
OBrien commented on his victory,
"I want to say thank you because a lot
of people voted. That's what's important. We want to get even more
voters for the run off. Both Kevin and I
will work very hard to get the best
person elected."
Collins said, "I'm pleased with the
results, the turnout was very good.
Vinnie is a great man. I think Fairfield
will come out a winner either way.
And I'd like to thank my other opponents who all ran a very goodcampaign."
Jim Hoefner commented on the
results stating, "it was a great experience. I'm greatly indebted to a
large group of people who put a lot of
effort trying to make me their next
F.U.S.A.* president. I made a lot of
friends during the campaign and I'll

never regret the experience of running."
Greg Blair siad, "The election was a
good experience. I have no regrets. I
would also like to thank all the people
who helped me especially my campaign manager Dave Clem. I'd like to
throw my support to Kevin Collins
because he is the best candidate in the
run off election."
Fred Mascolo, the last of the
candidates, commented, "I hope the
candidates will keep their responsibility. The students could be great
power here if guided correctly. "I'm
not a sore loser, but the circumstances
might have been different if I had
received some publicity in the paper. I
hope in the future, things like ripping
down signs will stop at Fairfield. That's
dirty politics and this is only a
college."
In addition to Greg Blair's comment
that their should be limit on campaign
spending, which he feels has gotten
out of hand, a few of the candidates
felt that the election commission
should review the policy of selecting
two choices in the primary election.
They feel that making the students
elect two Candidates gives some
candidates a ghost vote and possibly
an unfair advantage.
The Mirror and WVOF will cosponsor a debate between O'Brien and
Collins on election eve Wednesday,
February 22 in Gonzaga Auditorium.
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Playhouse Still Dark, Future Dims
By Tony Tamell
'Ten years ago the University used
to have Shakespearean and Greek
drama regularly in Bellarmine. What's
wrong now, are we a progressive or a
regressive University?" stated Bill
Timoney, Class of '80, regarding the
future of the playhouse. Bill, an
English major who is planning to
transfer to Seton Hall University next
fall due to the general lack of theater
at Fairfield, said "the deficiency in
organization is criminal."
For the last year and a half, theater
at Fairfield has practically been a
nonexistent entity. The last performance to be seen at the Playhouse
was Sleuth, last fall, starring Steve
Kallaugher, a student in the Graduate
School of Communication, and Bill
Timoney who also produced the show.
Prior to Sleuth, the history of the
Playhouse for the last year has been
full of change. Last fall, the theater
was under the supervision of a Board
of Advisors, comprised of students.

During Fall '76 the Board produced
"Legend of Lovers" which closed
unapplauded due to what Bill
Timoney noted as "lack of community
appeal." At this junction the Board
recommended that Fr. Fitzgerald
dissolve the board and seek out a new
system.
Fr. Fitzgerald complied with these
wishes and set up an Interim Board for
the second semester of last year.
Gaetana Barbano, a senior (Director of
SLEUTH),
George
Diffley-Vice
President for Development and Public
Relations, Doug Taylor of the Center
for lifetime learning and David Black,
a Broadway producer and director,, all
served on the Board. Ms. Anne Marie
Samway of Student Services also
served on a consultant basis.
Under this Board's supervision last
spring's Night Club Style, Musical
"Cabaret", was produced. Although
Cabaret was a twenty night success,
little student involvement was seen in
the actual staging of the play. "The

Director geared the rehearsals away
from the students," pointed out Bill
Timoney, who cornered one of the few
student roles. Not until one week
before opening night was the play
even advertised on campus. By that
time, students who were interested
and wanted to view the performance
could not all go, due to large ticket
sales throughout the Fairfield Community.
Due to general dissatisfaction, the
Interim Board upon the close of
Cabaret, once again turned to Fr.
Fitzgerald and asked him to dissolve
the Board and set up an Advisory
Board comprised of an Artistic
Director and Managing Director, who
would in effect run the Playhouse. Fr.
Fitzgerald turned this assignment over
to Dean Coughlin. This is what
Timoney pointed out as "one of the
major obstacles of theater at Fairfield". He continued that, 'The Advisory Board was supposed to be
picked last summer. Here it is mid-

February and I am unaware of the
board having yet been appointed."
In a recent interview with Dean
James H. Coughlin, he stated that "a
board will meet next week to choose
the people to fill the two Director
seats". The Board is made up of Dr.
Nicholas Rinaldi of the English
Department, Andrew Heath of the
Fine Arts Department, Ms. Minerva
Farrell and Ms. Vilma Allen
representing outside interests, and JoAnn Wrang, Class of '79. When asked
what has been the major problem in
getting a play on the stage, Fr.
Coughlin stated that, "We are looking
for creative people, not just persons to
run the playhouse". He continued that
the reason the two person director
board has not yet been established is
that "it is a careful selection process
which must be done correctly."
During the summer Bill Timoney
decided to put on a two person
production in lieu on the fact that "the
Advisory Board would not be ready to

roll by September." Bill, who has a
creditable amount'of acting experience including such high school
performances as "Camelot", "West
Side Story", "Music Man", "No, No,
Nanette," and "Catch 22', and who
has' produced and directed "Don't
Drink the Water" and "UtbU"
("Unhealthy to be Unhappy"), staged
the superlative performance of Sleuth.
Sleuth, which only cost $2000.00 to
stage, one seventh of the $14,000 a
year Playhouse allocation, was
received enthusiastically by the
University community. But upon the
close of Sleuth, the cast along with
Director Gaetana Barbano looked
again with uncertainty to the future.
'The SEC. wants better concerts and
big headline Oak Rooms, but what of
the theater?" pointed out Timoney. He
continued that "It is not a question of
student apathy, but just irresponsibility by the people who should be
getting a show on the stage " When
Cont. on P. 2
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Highlights of Week's Happenings
By Eileen Fields
World
Vietnam Spies Arrested
Ronald L Humphrey, an official of the United
States Information Agency, and Dinh Ba Thi,
Hanoi's chief delegate to the United Nations,
were arrested on February 1 on charges of spying
for Vietnam. The State Department last week
ordered the expulsion of Mr. Thi after he was
identified as a go-between for State Department
cables allegely passed to Vietnam by Humphrey.
The cables consisted largely of American
diplomats' assessments of post-war conditions in
Southeast Asia. The incident is likely to further
strain relations between Vietnam and the United
States.
Army Selects West German Gun
The Army announced this week that a West
German gun had been chosen over British and
Americans weapons for use on the new United
States battle tanks in the 1980's. This is a major
step toward the long-sought goal of standardizing weapons in the Atlantic Alliance. The
West Germans attach considerable military and
symbolic importance to the choice of a gun for
the new American tank, and made it clear the
selection of an American, gun would have
damaged future efforts to standardize weapons.
Majority Rule in Rhodesia
Talks that began nine weeks ago between
Prime Minister Ian D. Smith and three black
leaders will produce an agreement leading to
majority rule in Rhodesia. It will only be an
"internal" settlement, meaning that it has only
the support of local black leaders and not the
powerful black guerilla leader? who have not
participated in the talks. British and American
representatives met on Malta last week with
Joshus Nkomo and Robert Mugabe, the guerilla
leaders who have rejected in advance any settlement made with Mr. Smith. Any agreements
made may have come too late to bring peace and
racial reconciliation to Rhodesia.
National
Carter-Sadat Peace Talks
President Carter and President Anwar el-Sadat
of Egypt opened talks Sunday at Camp David,
with Mr. Carter trying to convince the Egyptian
leader of Washington's intention to press for a
fair Middle East settlement but insisting that

Playhouse
Still Dark
cont. from Page 1
asked if it is the Administration's fault,
he responded "just in the sense of not
appointing the board, however it is not
Dean Coughlin's fault. He let a snotnosed sophomore walk up and put a
play on the stage."
The future of the Playhouse, with
special emphasis on this semester is
yet undetermined. When asked what
the plans were for this semester, Dean
Coughlin replied, "Nothing yet. It
depends entirely upon the Board's
selection and the student interest." He
continued that "I'll be very surprised if
we don't get at least one play staged."
Timoney stated that "Dr. Michael
McDonald of the English Department
wants the job of Artistic Director, and
would like to stage two performances,
hopefully at least one musical."
Nicholas Rinaldi, a member of the
committee who will select two
directors stated that "the Committee
hopes to make a fast diligent decision,
however we can't afford to make a
snap decision." He continued "Now is
the right time to introduce a more
than proficient theater at Fairfield."
As a last comment, Bill Timoney
pointed out that "the Playhouse
should be a major issue in this year's
F.U.S.A. election. $14,000.00 is a lot to
overlook."

CARLSON
Music Studio
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compromises had to be made by Egypt as well as
Israel. President Sadat is seeking U.S. pressure on
Israel to concede recognition of the right of
Palistinians on the West Bank of the Jordan River
and Gaza Strip to a role in determining their
future. The Government of Prime Minister
Menachen Begin remains opposed to any such
idea and Sadat's Middle East Peace inititive
seems deadlocked.
Carter Urban Policy Stalled
President Carter's promised National Urban
Policy, due by March 15, seems to be stalled in a
complex web of political and economic
demands. Work on the project is expected to
intensify in the coming weeks, although it is
hampered by Mr. Carter's conflicting promises —
to run a tight fiscal ship and to aid the black and

urban voters who backed him solidly in his
campaign for the Presidency.
Entertainment Scandal
The Department of Justice has started a broad
investigation into possible antitrust practices in
the entertainment industry. The Department is
examining charges on monopolistic practices
and illicit dealings in the distribution, and
exhibition of movies. The entertainment industry
is also immersed in a financial scandal involving
alleged forgery by David Begelman, president of
Columbis's film and television divisions. The
implications are large because of the great
amount of money involved and the social implications affecting the whole cultural life of the
country.

Poetry Reading At Playhouse

Tri-State
Snow sweeps across East Coast
The entire Tri-State area was hit by one of the
worst snowstorms in years on Tuesday.
Seventeen and a half inches of snow fell between
early Tuesday morning and continued
throughout the day, accompanied by gale wind
forces of up to 70 miles an hour. 2000 motorists
were stranded on Connecticut highways, and
beach houses along the northern shore of Long
Island and the Connecticut coast were evacuted
because of flooding. Six states, including
Connecticut, New Jersey, and Massachusetts,
were declared diasters areas. Digging out
procedures began as soon as possible on
Tuesday, when the whole state of Connecticut
was closed.
Kidnapping and Recovery
A former babysitter for Marci Klein, the 11year old daughter of the fashion designer Calvin
Klein, was seized on Saturday and accused of
kidnapping the child on Feb. 3 for $100,000
ransom. Khristine (Paula) Ransey, along with her
half brother, Dominique Ransey and neighbor
Cecil Wiggens, were arrested after questioning at
the FBI headquarters in New York City. All but
$100 of the ransom money was recovered, and
Marci Klein was released unharmed after a 10hour confinement.
Budget Increase in New York
New York City expects to have almost twice as
much cash on hand at the end of the current
fiscal year on June 30, than it had previously
projected. The expected amount when the fiscal
year ends is $509 million, up $222 million from
last months projected $287 million figure.
Budget experts are puzzled to explain the surplus
and officials are fearful of the effect the latest
numbers will have in Washington and Albany,
where the city has been pleading for increased
aid to close future budget gaps.
New Jersey Air Pollution
The New Jersey environmental agency warned
it may be necessary to reduce auto traffic and
limit the location of industry in an effort to
reduce air pollution in that state. The agency's
attempt to control extensive air pollution could
clash with Governor Byre's effort to bring new
industry into deteriorating urban areas. The state
has until next year to meet the standards of the
Federal Clean Air Act.

255-1596

APIZZA CENTER RESTAURANTS
10% OFF WITH F.U. STUDENT I.D

At 3:30, on Tuesday, February 21, the 1978 Connecticut Students Poets
will read from their work in the University Playhouse on Round Hill Road.
The Connecticut Student Poets were chosen by the selection committee
of the Connecticut Poetry Circuit during a statewide competition held in the
fall of 1977.
Madelyn Flammia, a junior at the University of Bridgeport, is majoring in
creative writing and psychology. She was born in Neptune, New Jersey, and
comes from Belmar, New Jersey.
Susan Ralph Jackman, a sophomore at the University of Connecticut, is
majoring in greenhouse management. She was born and grew up in
Waterbury. The winner of the Wallace Stevens poetry award at the University
of Connecticut last year, her work has been published in POETS ON. She is
interested in apple harvesting, hiking, and painting with water colors.
Mark A. Malone, a sophomore at Western Connecticut State College,
was born in Mt. Vernon, New York, and has grown up in Roxbury, Connecticut. An English major, he began writing poetry while serving in the Navy
and has been published in NEW POETS REVIEW. His interests include archaeology, music, and motorcycles.
John L. Stanizzi is a second-year student at Manchester Community
College. He was born in Hartford and grew up in East Hartford. A guitarist and
distance runner, his poems have been published in SHAPES, DRIFTWOOD
EAST, MANCHESTER HERALD, and NEW COLLEGE PRESS.
Financial assistance from the Connecticut Commission on the Arts
will pay the poets'travel expenses while they are on tour.

10% Discount Excludes Beer)

ANTHONY CAPOTORTO
PROPRIETOR

116 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD. CONN

After the books, after the game,
or just after .... Come and
relax at . . .

THE SURFSIDE CAFE
a

Jimbo" and "The Duke a
Special of the Week:

Thursday, Feb. 16th

Draft Beer

7-10 P.M.

25'
Pine Creek Rd., Fairfield

Counseling Center Notices

FAIRFIELD PRINTING CENTER
MOCK INTERVIEWS
The Interviewing Seminar has been rescheduled for Thursday, February
16 at 7:30 p.m. in the Nursing School Auditorium, room 203. Employment
interviewers from SNETCO and Aetna Life and Casualty will be present to
discuss and demonstrate an actual job interview. All students are encouraged
to attend.
ATTENTION: JUNIORS
The Vick Health Care Division of Richardson-Merrell, Inc. will be on
campus on Monday, February 27, 1978 to recruit juniors interested in their
Summer Sales/Marketing Program. Interested juniors have the opportunity to
plan and participate in the itinerary of a sales representative for Vicks.
The sign-up sheet will be posted on Monday, February 13, 1978. All
interested students may sign up for a time slot from that day on. Interviews
will be conducted on Monday, February 27th by a representative from Vick's.
Resumes are expected to be in the Counseling Center, Loyola 110, one week
prior to the interview date of February 27th. Informative brochures are
available for distribution at sign-up time.

LESSONSALL INSTRUMENTS

NOTES TO SENIORS
All Seniors may pick up their complimentary copy of the Graduate
magazine, courtesy of the Alumni Relations Office; available at the Counseling Center, Loyola 110 or Alumni Relations Office, Loyola 11A1. The
Graduate magazine is a helpful resource to use in job finding and career
planning.

3782 MAIN STREET,
BRIDGEPORT
Studio 374-2321

Seniors interested in interviewing with Hallmark Cards must submit their
resume into the Counseling Center by Feb. 21,1978. Since they will prescreen
there will be no sign up sheets. All majors are welcome.

—RESUMES—
Our Specialty

• FREE use of our IBM Selectric to
Type Your Resume •
1191 Post Road • Fairfield
259-6888

Th« Brick W*lk 1229 Pott Road, Falrftold, Connecticut 06430,
T»l»phon» 255-5939

•
•
•
•

Luxman
JVC
fiOS
Setton

• Discwasher • Audio-Technica
• Rotel
• Sony Portables
• Avid
• Sanyo Car Stereo
• Sonus
• Sanyo Portables
And more...
We have complete systems as low as 269.00. All major credit
cards accepted.
Easy credit terms arranged. We have your stylus.
Call us 255-5939
The Brlckwalk—1229 Post Rd., Fairfield
"Stereo One offers SOUND value for your Dollars"
Monday - Saturday 10:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
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WVOF'S 'Radio Anarchy'
Shakes Up Campus

Burt Kearns

Student Poll Says
Drop Macke 2 To 1
By Gerry Gunning
By more than a 2 to 1 margin
Fairfield students voted to oust Macke
Co. in a survey taken Feb. 2nd, citing
low quality food and a lack of
alternative meal plans. The students
polled gave an emphatic "no" to any
increase in the fee for room and board
that would result from obtaining
higher quality food and a better meal
plan.
Three hundred and twenty surveys
were returned and after tabulating the
results only 99 students favored
renewing Macke's contract for next
year. Three of the remaining five
questions also brought one-sided
results. Only 82 people thought the
quality of food was adequate, and half
that many thought there were enough
types of meal plans offered. But just
100 students would agree to any
increase in Room and Board to obtain
higher quality food and a better meal
plan. Questions 4 and 6 dealing with
the selection of food and Mackes
contract with the Stag-Her had much
closer results than the other questions.
Mike Bartolo resident district
manager of the Macke food service
pointed out that from each student on
the meal plan he receives less than
$3.00 a day for all three meals. Mr.
Bartolo feels that more student input
would be helpful. He remarked that,
'The more you get involved the
better; if you have a complaint, voice
it as soon as possible." Bob Schmader,
a member of the food committee
thinks Macke has been very
responsive to suggestions, "Everything
you say goes down on a piece of paper
and gets done."
The food committee which was
inactive during the fall semester held
its first meeting last Thursday. The
committee rejected the results of the
poll deciding that the quality of food
is adequate and that Mackes contract

should be renewed. The food committee feels that Macke has been
doing a good job considering the
limited resources that they have to
work with.
Jim Fitzpatrick, campus center
director questioned the accuracy of
the poll. "The questions are valid, but
it might have been distributed kind of
random and haphazardly." Mr. Fitzpatrick added that the Food Committee and himself are only concerned
with the performance of Macke and
don't handle any of the financial
matters. The contract the University
has with Macke comes up for renewal
April 1st, every year. Macke's contract
has been renewed ever since 1969,
their first year at Fairfield.

Macke Food Poll
1. Would you like to see the contract
with the Macke Food Service renewed
for next year?
Yes 99 No 221 % of No 69
2. Do you think enough types of meal
plans have been offered for you to
choose from?
Yes 41 No 259 % of No 81
3. Do you think the quality of the food
is adequate?
Yes 82 No 238 % of No 74
4. Do you feel that there is a large
enough selection of food to choose
from?
Yes 141 No 179 % of No 56
5. Would you be willing to pay an
increase in the fee for room and board
to obtain higher quality food and a
better meal plan?
Yes 100 No 220 % of No 69
6. Would you like to see the food
contract that Macke has with the
Stag-Her Inn renewed?
Yes 130 No 190 % of No 59

$1.50 MATINEE UNTIL 2:30 SAT. & SUN.
frTTTV
■ IWARNCR
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'MERRITT TWIN

3710-20 NO.MAIN ST.
372-3013
FREE PARKING
REAR Of THEATRE

HEWWINKLER
is
A COMEDY DIRECTED BY CARL REINER

By Tucker Forman
WVOF has initiated a new program
entitled "Radio Anarchy." The
brainstorm of Burt Kearns, who is cohost along with Ed Coyne expected the
show to be first aired in early September, but a conflict arose in getting
the phone lines hooked up. After a
delay of five months, the show had its
first broadcast on Sunday, January 29.
Kearns, a senior, is very enthusiastic
about the show. The purpose of the
program is to get feedback from the
students on the current events at
school, what they have on their minds
and to give them a chance to hear
what fellow students have to say.
There are no rules as to what the
topics are limited to. A wide variety of
subject were featured on the first
show. Many calls were concerned with
the controversy that occured when
students with valid tickets were turned
away at the doors of the recent lona
basketball game. WVOF reaches an
extended area, including the northern
shore of Long Island. One call was
made from a high school student who
argued about the usefullness of a
college education and wondered why
he was currently unemployed. Other
calls reflected the student's discontent
when they arrived for the Holy Cross
game only to find the walkways
around campus virtually impassable.
There should be plenty to talk about
with the F.U.S.A. elections in the near
future, the state of "Stagmania" which
has overcome this campus, the
question of changing the core
curriculum and ideas concerning the
new sports complex." "Radio Anarchy" is aired every Sunday night from
11 P.M. to 2 A.M. on WVOF. The
phone number is 259-8020and both Ed
Coyne and Burt Kearns invite all
Fairfield students to participate.
Asked if crank calls on last Sunday's
show bothered Kearns he replied no,
since students now have an outlet for
their frustrations. Instead' of pulling
fire alarms and breaking windows,
they should use "Radio Anarchy" to
get what problems they have off their
chest. There are no rules about what
topics should be discussed, but the cohosts will not hesitate in "bleeping"
the caller if the situation necessitates
such action.
On Wednesday and Thursday
nights, Ed Coyne features his "Night
Moves" Show from 11 p.m. to 2 A.M.
Thursday night also finds Kearns
working his weekly show of "Reggae"
or Jamaican music which is broadcast
from 6-9 P.M. and combines "Rock,
politics and soul."
Finally, Kearns expressed his feeling
about whether or not the show will be
a success. He says that "everyone who
calls will determine the fate of the
program. People now have the advantage of WVOF to remain active in
voicing their opinions about life. All
that we want to do is get the kids to
think and bring their points across.

Cancer is
often curable.
The fear
of cancer is
often fatal.
f If you're afraid of
cancer.. .you're not alone.
But some people are so afraid
that they won't go to the
doctor when they suspect
something's wrong.
They're afraid the
doctor might "find something:' This kind of fear can
prevent them from discovering cancer in the early stages
when it is most often curable.
These people run the
risk of letting cancer scare
them to death.
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Based on a true story.

DISCOUNT TO EITHER SHOW
WITH THIS AD

American Cancer
Society
THIS SPACE CCBTRiBUTED HY THE PUBLISHER AS A PUBLIC SERVO

Ed Covne

Snowball Dance
Rolling In Feb. 24th
By Cindy Andersen
The annual semi-formal Snowball
Dance, sponsored by the AED Society,
will be held at 9:00 P.M. on February
24th. Though currently scheduled to
be in the Oak Room, it is possible that
the dance may take place in the
cafeteria should ticket sales exceed
300. Tickets, which will go on sale
Monday, February 19th, are $6.00 Der
couple and account for mixers, entertainment, and according to Glen
Kowalchuk, Social Chairman for AED,
"a candle if you can grab one."
' This year's entertainment will be
Stacked Magic, a New York based
brass band. Their promoters, The
Music Star Agency Inc., described
them
as,
"seven
experienced
musicians with tons of talent."
Regarding the range of music Stacked
Magic offers, the Agency stated, 'Top
40, Disco, and strictly danceable
music played on guitar, bass,
keyboards, trumpets, drums, tenor and
alto sax, flute with six voices featuring
female lead vocalist Cia Kirby, easily
display the versatility of these fine
extertainers". Besides Disco music by
artists such as Earth, Wind and Fire,
the Brothers Johnson, and Stevie
Wonder, Stacked Magic is also known
to perform hits by the Doobie
Brothers, Wet Willie, the Beatles, and
Jethro Tull.

(

A recent engagement at the
University of Scranton proved to be a
great success. Frank J. Crayeski, the
University of Scranton's organizer who
hired the group, claimed "The band,
Stacked Magic, has by far been the
most rewarding group that the
Scranton area has ever experienced...
They were versatile, liberal enough to
keep our formal affair alive with
enthusiasm, yet conservative enough
to keep our formal affair formal. I
can't say enough about them".
The AED Society is confident that
Snowball will go over big among
Fairfield students. Steve Schmitz, AED
President, advised, "Attention to
juniors and seniors especially — get
your tickets early!", in order to prevent
a recurrence of the unexpected immediate sell-out of the Sadie Hawkins
event. Glen Kowalchuk predicted the
dance would be popular due to the
fact that "it gives people an excuse to
get dressed up and to enjoy themselves in an alternative from an ordinary Oak Room function."
"Proceeds from Snowball will
hopefully bring some AED member to
Rhode 'stand over Spring Break to
attend a convention", according to
Schmitz, "and. will also go toward the
establishment of a MCAT Review
Course for underclassmen."

Campus Notes-

Edited by Claudia Napp
Orientation Chairman 78
Applications are available in the Student Services for Orientation Cochairmen, 1978. These two positions are open to all members of the class of
1980. Deadline for applications is February 16.
Glee Club Managers Needed
Managers needed for Glee Club. Experience with light and sound equipment
helpful, but will train. Requires one hour per week plus approximately 10-12
concerts per year. Opportunity for travel and socializing with girls' colleges.
Contact Jack Jurkowski at Box 927.
Forensic Society Seeks Member
The Forensics (Debating) Society is now seeking members interested in
Speech and Debate. Meetings are Thursday nights at 7 p.m. in B-42. Please come
this Thursday or contact Box SS.
Recycle For Money
Reynolds Aluminum Recycling Company will pay area citizens to become
physically fit by recycling aluminum.
The Reynolds recycling exercise program consists of walking or jogging
along roadsides or in parks in search of aluminum cans, bending or stooping to
pick up the cans, and carrying the aluminum cans to the Reynolds Aluminum
Recycling service center or mobile unit stop.
Reynolds pays 17 cents a pound for aluminum cans and clean household
aluminum.
Reynolds Aluminum recycling mobile unit will be at: King Cole Supermarket, Bridgeport, 1700 Park Ave. on Tuesday, February 21.
Stag-Her Sponsors "Movie Orgy"
The Campus Center Inn with the cooperation of the Schlitz Brewing
Company will sponsor the zany nostalgic film extravaganza, "Escape to The
Mind-Boggling, Never To Be Forgotten Or Believed Escape to Movie Orgy" on
Monday, February 27 at 9:00 p.m. in the Stag-Her Inn. Admission is free for all.
Room Contract Agreements Due
All onpcampus resident students of the 1979,1980 and 1981 classes are to
submit their room contract agreements for next year to their R.A. no later than
February 15, 1978.
Three Appointed to Fairfield Fellows
Three new directors have been appointed to the board of the University
Fellows, it was announced by William E. O'Brien of Fairfield, Fellows chairman.
The three new board members are Dr. Richard C. DeAngelis, Dr. George F.
Lacovara, and Mrs. Virginia C. Loch, all residents of Fairfield.
Fellows members annually support the university with gifts ranging frorr.
$100-499, while Distinguished Fellows provide gifts ranging from $500-999.
Dr. DeAngelis is assistant professor of Asian History at the university. Dr.
Lacovara, a graduate of Fairfield prep, Fairfield University, and Columbia
University School of Dental Oral Surgery, practices dentistry in Fairfield. Mrs.
Loch is assistant principal at Warren Harding High School, Bridgeport.
Anthony Davis Quartet to Perform
The Anthony Davis Quartet will perform in a concert-demonstration of their
own original music, and jazz from Duke Ellington to Thelonius Monk, on
Wednesday, February 15, at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center Oak Room. The concert
will be open to the public free of charge.
The group, whose new album "Song for the New World" will be released
later this month, has performed extensively throughout the Northeast to enthusiastic audiences and critical acclaim.
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Editorials-

Student Services
Distorts R.A. Role
When Edward Hale composed his
can't afford the difficulty of finding
famous poem "A Man Without A
new lodging if their subordination
Country" he should have dedicated it
should bring their dismissal.
to the Resident Advisors at this
The R.A. problem is twofold. First, as
University. The R.A.'s as they are
middle
men without rights Student
called, are not truly citizens of any
Services
has systematically exploited
sector. Certainly they are not students
R.A.'s,
giving
them no voice in their
in the usual sense. They have private
own work and forcing them into the
rooms, receive room and board from
role of policeman. Secondly, the
the administration and they are to
students
don't care.
varying extents authority figures on
So
who's
to blame for the problem
their respective floors. On the other
and
what's
the
solution?
hand they are not part of the adAs
far
as
blame
it begins with the
ministration. They play only token
roles in policy making as a group and
R.A.'s themselves. A few have wimtheir personal opinions are rarely
pish ly prostrated themselves before
respected
and often
actively
Student Services just to get a job and a
discouraged. Emotionally desiring
recommendation. Their compliant
acceptance by their peers, yet
execution of Student Services' inpragmatically forced to comply with
creasingly bizarre regulations aids in
the dictates of Student Services, the
the distortion of the R.A.'s role into a
R.A.'s frequently must alienate
pawn. But most R.A.'s are simply kids
themselves from the students they wish
who
need the money and get stuck in a ■
to join while suffering the added
system
that they would pay all the
frustration of dealing with the pettiness
money in the world to leave. Student
and the paternalism of their employer,
Services, and particularly Dean
R.A.'s are easy targets for both the
students and student Services.
Schimpf, should be blamed also for
Students can easily attack the R.A.'s
tolerating the midget minds now
under the pretext that in joining the
controlling student housing. Finally,
employ of Student Services the R.A.'s
Mark Dorigan should be blamed for
have signed up for abuse. If R.A's are
allowing the situation to get as bad as
not hassled and confronted many
it has. R.A.'s were appointed to floors
resident students feel that they are not
as a result of student demands that
earning their keep.
students should run floors rather than
Student Services abuses the R.A.'s
house masters. Now that right won by
more subtly, but in the long run more
students is turned against them. The
painfully, than obnoxious students.
Resident Advisors that the students
Claiming the exclusive right to defining
the role of the R.A., Student Services
demanded have been converted into a
has exploited the vulnerability of
cheap police force for Student Serindividuals who have chosen to fill that
vices.
role. Students who become R.A.'s lose
What can be done? First the R.A.'s
their rights as students but do not gain
themselves
ought to form a union and
the rights of administrators or even
collectively
protect themselves and
employees. Stripped of protection they
press their demands. As employees
fit comfortably into the palm of
R.A.'s ought to use the same collective
Student Services. They are not
measures employed by the mainorganized among themselves and thus
tenance men, the secretaries, and the
each R.A. deals with Student services
professors. Secondly, the new
as an isolated individual. When an R.A.
president should demand that control
is accused of a violation he has no
of R.A.'s be returned to the students.
protection from the group nor does he
have a group's force when he makes a
Student Services can retain practical
demand. But more than being isolated
control
of R.A.'s, but they should
the R.A. is vulnerable because he is
remember
that R.A.'s are neither their
dependent. Student Services is one of
police nor their pawns. R.A's must be
the few employers in the country
returned to a stature where they are
which can simultaneously fire an
selected by students, answerable to
employee and take his home. Students
students and representative of students
working as R.A.'s must comply with
not representative of Student Servirtually all Student Services orders
vices.
because they either need the money or
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Letters
Senior Gift Proposed
"Tradition cannot be inherited, and if you
want it you must obtain it by great labor."
T.S. Eliot, although writing a literary essay,
could very well have been speaking to many of
us at Fairfield University. So often we are told
that the problems here center around the fact
that we lack the stability of Yale, the charm of
Harvard, the grandeur of Dartmouth; the
epitome of all that is Ivy League. In essence,
what we lack is tradition.
True we do not possess an ivy covered bell
tower that hourly tolls of our glorious past. Nor is
our campus boastful of statues dedicated to our
founding fathers. Yet we do have a tradition,
embryonic though it may be. We are about to
become the 28th graduating class, which marks
us as a young school. But it is in one's youth that
traditions are established; so let us begin.
It is customary for the Senior Class to give a
gift to the University. We would like to see the
Class of 1978 to Fairfield University a gift of
permanence; something aesthetically valuable.
This gift could perhaps be a campus landmark, a
painting or a piece of sculpture. Certainly, it is to
be something worthy of our pride and support.
With the assistance of the Fine Arts Department, we, would like to collect money from the
Seniors in order to begin an open competition of
local artists. These artists would submit sketches
based on the theme which will be offered them.
When their sketches are complete the class will
vote on which one to give the school as the 1978
gift.
Obviously, monetary considerations are of
prime importance. A PROJECT SUCH AS THIS
WILL REQUIRE CONSIDERABLE FINANCIAL
BACKING. We realize that asking you for money
is at this time a miserable task, but this cannot be
accomplished with meager funds. We have
hopes of collecting $10.00 from every Senior
over the course of this semester. We'd also like to
have several fund raising events. If every Senior
contributes $10.00, we will have raised $6000.00
and ten dollars given over the course of four
UI^J.^.IJ breaks down to only 50c a week.
Most important is YOUR imvolvement in more
than just the fund raising. A task of these
proportions cannot be the undertaking of several
people. This is to be a gift from the Class of 1978
and as such we are asking for the support and
enthusiasm of the entire class.
Please let us know your feelings on the matter
as soon as possible so that we can begin our
project or consider another. We are looking
forward to your ideas and suggestions, so we
have scheduled a Senior Class Meeting in the
Oak Room on Tuesday, February 28, at 12:45 pm.
We realize that not everyone will be able to
attend, but if you are free at this time, please do.
Or contact us either in person or through our
campus mail boxes.
Most Sincerely,

Ned Barnett, #155
Geri Morrissey, #1731
I Mike Mezzapelle, #1653

Tony Manousakis, #1327
GinnyNeedham,#1829
Mark Murphy, #1775
Linda Conlon, #1063

Idealism Lost
Can you remember Canisius without a parking
lot behind it? Or what the general feelings about
campus were two years ago? Now consider the
present mood around campus... the change has
been phenomenal. Only two years ago the
bulldozers removed the hillside which offered
beautiful brilliant sunsets, which were the

traditional opening photograph for the yearbook.
Already one-half of the student body has never
seen the spot unblemished.
Things fade from mind very quickly within the
college environment. Issues that recently stirred
the students have already become part of our
everyday reality. My fellow seniors and I have
witnessed the gradual Administrative impingement upon student rights and privileges,
but more than this, we have watched the decline
of a feeling which until recently permeated the
atmosphere of this an many other universities
around the nation: the desire to climb above that
which is ordinary and familiar in the search for
something better.
It is undeniable that this, the loss of what I'll
call the "idealistic impluse", has been felt on
many levels around the campus. Cultural and
musical events have long been poorly attended.
This lack of interest has been carried into the
academic realm where professors complain
about disinterested teachers. Social stagnation is
evident in the continued popularity of the library
as the nightly "hotspot" on campus.
The symptoms are everywhere, but much more
frightening is the underlying disease...no one
seems to give a damn. Idealism is taking its last
desperate gasps here at Fairfield. Before it dies
we should all ponder what the implications will
be, for its death knell may well be rung
throughout our lifetimes. After all, the University
is the last place where we, as young adults, are
legitamtely entitled to question the reality which
exists both within our campus community and
throughout our society in general.
And yes, that is something to think about, for
tomorrow that reality will be ours to deal with,
every day.
Clif McArdle

Dorigan Corrected
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to comments made by
Mark Dorigan, F.U.S.A. president, in the
November 10, 1977 issue of the Mirror concerning the failure of the student government to
produce spring semester '77 teacher evaluation.
Dear Mark:
If you are going to blame the Visokay administration (Brian Visokay, F.U.S.A. president
1976-77) for failing to produce the Spring '77
teacher evaluation, you could at least have the
competency to choose the proper scapegoat.
I was very surprised to read in the above
mentioned article that "Toni Marie Cuzzocreo
(c. 77) who prepared the evaluations last year,
would not head the operation again." If you had
done your homework, or for that matter paid
attention to what was going on last year, you
would have realized that I did not head the
Teacher Evaluation Committee. I was editor-inchief of the Campus Crier, remember?
The real heroine of the piece is Stephane
Skibo, also of the class of 77. Stephane managed
an afmost impossible task in a most professional
way (the results speak for themselves), and was
more than willing to instruct and guide your
administration in the preparation of the
evaluation. You, however, failed to provide any
responsible individuals to man the task.
So give credit where it's due, rather than blame
where it is not: to Ms. Skibo, her committee and
the Visokay administration. They were not afraid
of hard work when the task at hand was as important to the University as the teacher
evaluation.
And Mark? Don't look now, but your incompetence is showing?
Toni Marie Cuzzocreo '77
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Opposite The Editorial Page I
Please accept our apologies for the poor
quality and the sporadic appearance of this
column this year. The genius who created this
column relinquished the task to underlings at the
start of this year due to the demands of other
tasks. However, mourning the column's decline,
he has returned. Rest assured, dear loyal and
downtrodden readers of this column, Boos and
Cheers has regained its former glory!

Commentary
I'm For
Vinny O'Brien
By Gary Gentile
It has come to my attention that people on this
campus actually read this column. I've received
more comments (favorable) concerning last
week's piece than anything I've ever written. I
suppose that was due to the joy experienced by
all when you found out that I wasn't running for
president. But anyway, it is interesting to know
that this column is read by many and has some
degree of influence on them.
Therefore, based on this influence and the fact
that this column is my personal opinion, always
based on sound fact, of course, I think it is proper
that this week I should come out with my endorsement
concerning
the
upcoming
presidential primary. If you've never read my
commentaries before, please do yourself a
service and read this one now.
It must be hard for those of you who are not
ior have never been involved in campus politics,
to make a rational decision concerning this
election. What I mean is that you only have the
candidate's campaign rhetoric to rely on, you're
in a lot of trouble. However, it is equally as hard
for those of you who are good friends of one of
the candidates. It's easy to be misled by loyalty
or friendship since you only have deep
knowledge of one of the presidential hopefulsyou just are not well informed.
In my case, I have neither handicap. I personally know every candidate and so can filter
through the campaign rhetoric and since I am
not very good friends with any of them, can also
make an objective, rational decision. By the way,
for the benefit of you political hermits, the five
candidates are: 1) Frederic Mascolo 2) Jim
Hoefner 3) Greg Blair 4) Kevin Collins and 5)
Vinnie O'Brien. Fred happens to be my roommate at the beach, I've lived on the same floor as
Heff, Greg and I were in an awful production of
"Legend Of Lovers" last year at the playhouse,
Kevin and I were in the legislature together and
Vinnie I know from hanging around football
players (desperately trying to be "macho").
But I only intend to talk about one candidate
here today. The one person who I think has all
the necessary qualities to be not just a good
president, but the best F.U.S.A. president this
school has seen in recent years.
But first let me briefly outline those essential
qualties that my choice for president must have.
1) Knowledge. I want a person who has a broad
range of knowledge about every aspect of the
University community. Also, a person who is
intelligent, able to speak and write well. 2) Experience . This does not necessarily mean I want
an ex-legislator or Student Government groupie.
I want a person who has done many things,
athletic, social and governmental. A well
rounded president in terms of knowledge and
experience is worth any number of expert
parliamentarians. 3) Enthusiasm and Sincerity.
This is certainly the most important and vital
quality which any student president should have.
An enthusiastic person can get more done in his
short term of office than anyone who is merely
experienced and knowledgable.
Based on these criteria; that I know the candidates personally and that I've evaluated each
one with my list of necessary qualifications, I
have come up with my choice for President of
F.U.S.A. in 1978.
The candidate which I am personally endorsing and whom I certainly believe is worthy of
your wholehearted support, is Vinnie OBrien.
Talking with Vinnie O'Brien is an experience in
itself. The man's sincerity and his enthusiasm is
his most strking characteristic. Behind a bushy
beard, moustache and long blond hair are eyes
that glow as he speaks of the tremendous
potential that has remained un-tapped
throughout the years. His ideas are rational and
his conclusions inescapable concerning his
Social Planning Board, increased involvement on
the part of faculty members, using the groundwork already done on projects from previous
administrations and brining all these ideas to
fruition. When he is speaking at a dorm, the air is
electric and people start asking questions and
Vinnie begins to get more and more excited. One
cannot help but join behind the man and help
him in his efforts. You actually begin to feel good
about the University again and hopeful about the
future.
Vinnie is a fresh face in this crowd of politicos.
His ideas are new, his approach irresistable and
his sincerity unquestionable. I would not take
the time to write about him if I didn't feel so
strongly. He has the knowledge, experience and
enthusiasm necessary for thb position.
I have not outlined Vinnie's proposals here in
any detail because that's his job. But do yourself
a favor before making any decisions — talk to
him, listen to him. If you don't walk away feeling
refreshed and excited, then my name isn't Gary
Gentile. And that's what I, and hopefully you,
think.

Cheers

Bullets
U niversity Council
Needs New Life
By Woody Collins
There is a form of government on this campus
that few students know exist and not many more
know its' function. If the students did, it would
have been constantly utilized lately.
I'm speaking of the University Council. This is
a "Tri-partite" form of government that has been
fairly stagnent in the past. When you speak of
"tri-partite" system here at Fairfield we are'
talking about each segment of the University,
administration, faculty and students having a
completely equal say, vote and membership on
the council. Each sector is allowed four members
each to serve on the council. The student
legislature elects its four members for a term of
one year, the faculty elects its members for a
term of three years and the four administrators
are appointed for terms of four years by the
University president (and can be reappointed as
he sees fit).
A simple majority is necessary for any decision
to pass and that decision must be accepted by all
three segments of the University community to
become binding and active as a rule. This is the
definition of the University Council as it is set
down in the student handbook and the way it
was set up by by the University community in
1967.
What the book doesn't tell you is that the U.
Council decisions are still subject to approval by
Dean Schimpf. According to Mr. Schimpf he is
responsible for all campus activity and is accountable to the President of the University.
Therefore he still has to approve any council
decision, even if three segments of the community agree. Mr. Schimpf says "if the vote is 11
to one I'm not going to think my judgement is
sounder then the majority and in all likelihood I
will go along with the majority". I should hope so
or the council will become much more stagnant
than it is now.
Another facet of the council not mentioned is
the fact the Council is essentially a reserve
system for the University community. When
other forms of communication stop between one
segment of the campus and another on campus
issues affecting every one of U. Council is there
to resolve the issue. But is hasn't been doing this.
As Fr. James Murphy S.J. a former council
member says "The council is useless because no
one, especially the executive branch of Fairfield,
utilizes it until it is to late to resolve the issue or
problem." This is sad that the U. Council is not
properly used. The administration will go to the
council after the decision has been made. The
students will complain about an unconcerned or
malevolent Student Services but don't take the
proper steps to attempt to do something, one of
which is the U. Council. The faculty also plays a
part in this downfall because in the past some
members don't show up for the meetings (the
faculty is famous for that). I hope the new
faculty members will have a steady attendence
record.
The University Council should take an active
role in the community and not take such a
passive role. The issues once they are brought up
should be pursued and if no one is acting on
something then they should initiate action and
not allow the administration to just listen and

then pay no attention to their decisions. And to
help alleviate that problem the following is
suggested to improve the U. Council's effectiveness.
1) ALL major issues affecting each segment of
the community should be brought before the
council.
2) Dean Schimpf should be more subjectaDle
to council decisions as something in the best
interests of everyone might go unapproved if he
doesn't approve. He must have some final say
but not completely.
3) Students should be allowed to serve for two
years so as to have some continuity from year to
year.
4) ALL council members should be accountable for their absences. If they don't want
to show then they should be replaced immediately so as not to slow the effectiveness of
the council.
5) The meeting and what occured at each
meeting should be made public.
6) The president should bring issues before
the council for discussions before acting. At least
we will be able to voice some opinion before the
major decisions are made. This will return the
council's effectiveness.
6) If necessary the meetings should be held
more than once a month.
Many issues of the past and those of the
present and future could have been resolved
such as teacher evaluations, core change and
ticket proceedure to name a few. The people I
spoke to expressed optimism that the University
Council can become effective again if the right
steps are taken. The only vote I heard for
disbandment of the U. Council is because of the
University community bypassing it even at the
expense of losing certain issues (the core
changes for example).
actively be utlized by everyone. I suggest we do
use it because when you come right down to it
this is the only real vote we have that is equal to
everyone else. To disband or dissolve it is the
worst action we could ever take. We can be
heard with the council so I suggest we use it until
we have no more problems.

As For...
the Holy Cross game (to continue where I was
interruptea last weexj tne appearance is that the
athletic office in an attempt to make some extra
money had moved the date from Feb. 25th to
Jan. 21st. The Holy Cross-Fairfield game was not
moved for this purpose but to accommodate
another school. Georgetown wanted to play Holy
Cross on Feb. 25th on national television and Mr.
Cook conceded that date to them for their game.
The only date left to us for a game with Holy
Cross was on Jan. 21st and Fairfield agreed to
play Holy Cross on that date. The move could
have become a money maker but for the swift
action by the student legislature. They gave each
dorm $50for R.A. coverage and the infirmary $50
to have a nurse on duty. This action allowed the
students who would be able to make the game to
come back into their dorms a day early.
Congratulations to F.U.S.A. for the quick action
and to Students Services for not opposing them
and to the people who came on duty that nite.

To the campus ministry for clearing out the
cobwebs of that department as well as restoring
some sanity to the services with refreshing
outlooks and exciting programs...
To Evelyn Taylor for holding down the fort at
the Counseling Center while Fr. ONeil was on
sabbatical....
To the film society for bringing some excellent
films to campus, but please do something to
improve the sound....
To SOF Inc. for getting back into action with
book sales last week....
To the hockey team for playing well despite
lousy conditions and the basketball team getting
all the ink...
To the campus shuttle for working out perfectly and not costing the students anything.
Good job on that one, Dean Schimpf...
To Jimbo, Duke and the Surfside Cafe for
offering an excellent bar. May the Naut go out
with the next tide....
To George Diffley and President Fitzgerald for
adding a desperately needed $4,000 to the Mirror
budget....
To Dean Coughlin, we'll hate to see you step
down....
To WVOF's talk show "Radio Anarchy" for
raising a little hell around here. Listen to it
Sundays at 11.
To the mighty Stags for winning, winning,
winning. Bring on Kentucky!
To the fans of the mighty Stags for makiig the
gym into the most feared arena in the country.
Wow! 26 victories in a row at home, the best
current record in the nation.

Boos
To all the creep teachers who have given tests
already. Wait 'til the teacher evaluations come
up
To the tuition hike. Damn, that hurts.
To the proposed recreation complex. Why no
hockey rink or seats for spectators at the pool?
To the candidates for F.U.S.A. president
dishing out the same old lukewarm "more
communication" crap so they can sleaze that big
line into their resume. Let's hear some good hard
proposals....
To the moon surface of North Benson Rd. The
road was better before they started work on it.
To lines, any and all lines, but particularly the
lines at the cafeteria, the cashier, the bookstore
and registration...
To the price of books.
To the playhouse for offering next to nothing
this year on a $14,000 budget....
To Ed Coyne and Burt Kerns for being so
obnoxious to callers during the "Radio Anarchy"
show last Sunday. You guys are jerks....
To student services for offering absolutely no
help for the organizing of the seniors' annual
"100 nights" celebration...
To the ground hog for seeing his shadow last
week indicating another six weeks of winter.
Who asked him to come out anyway?
Note: It is good to see the athletic office handling the rest of the games with few major
problems. Try to keep it up.
Note: To the new stag fans who are yelling
about the tickets (students, faculty, administration and alumni) and causing all the
seating problems — where were you at the first
six games? It looks like everyone loves a winner.
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Grossman Triumphs At Carnegie

by James Lyon
Last Thursday evening Orin
Grossman made a triumphant appearance at Carnegie Recital Hall. If
his New York debut is an indication of
anything, it is that he will be heard
from for a long time to come.
Mr. Grossman opened the program
with Beethoven's "Sonata op. 81a".
The three titled movements are
evocative of the composer's feelings
as a friend leaves him, only to return
again amid great joy, as depicted in
the Third movement. The power of
Beethoven literally filled the hall as
the pianist rendered an exciting
performance. Of special note was his
mastery of Beethoven's deceptively
simple lyricism in the second
movement. Mr. Grossman's performance was artisitc but not overbearing, as he let Beethoven speak, as
only he can, for himself.
Debussy's "Images" completed the
first half of the recital. The performer
gave a roundness of sound and phrase
that made the dissonance of the
Impressionistic composer pleasing to
the ear and exciting. He truly captured
the subtlty of the images the composer sought to paint in music. Mr.
Grossman's playing gained more
power as he obviously began to feel
more comfortable with his instrument
and his audience.
After intermission the program
continued with "Six Dances in
Bulgarian Rhythm" from Bartok's
"Mikrokosmos". The pieces have a
strikingly simple melodic quality
accompanied with complex and
syncopated rhythms. At moments
there were even hints of Gershwin.
Again the pianist's power and facility
showed themselves clearly. The
performance was deliberate and
exciting, however, at times' Bartok's
melodies seemed to take too much of
a back seat to the rhythmic intensity
of the pieces.
There is probably no way to end a
piano recital properly except with
some Chopin. Mr. Grossman chose his
"Barcarolle op. 60" and the "Ballade
No. 1 in C Minor". Once again, as with
the Beethoven, the music's power
filled and in fact overwhelmed the
hall. The artist pulled out all the stops
and let the thick, romantic sound and
rich melodies awe his listeners. The

Norman J. Seaman presents

ORIN
GROSSMAN
Pianist

Carnegie Recital Hall

Sketch by Jane Sax

"The most important thing for me is to have a good audience and to know
that they're my friends." Orin Grossman
performance of the Ballade was The following interview was taped
especially emotional, nevertheless prior to Orin Grossman's Carnegie
tempered with the control that makes performance on Thursday, but
for sensitive and intelligent per- publication was delayed due to last
week's adverse weather.
formance.
Orin Grossman revealed himself
By James Lyon
Thursday night as a sensitive and
Tonight at 8 p.m., Orin Grossman, a
exciting artist, offering some of the member of Fairfield's Fine Arts
finest piano playing this writer has department faculty, will make his
heard in quite a while.
debut in New York at Carnegie Recital

Hall. Several months ago, when I
spoke with him about the concert, he
commented that "It's going to be the
biggest day of my life." I decided to
talk to him again and find out more
about what goes into putting together
the biggest day in the life of a young
musician.
Anyone who performs for people
gets nervous about it, but nervousness

isn't an excuse to s"top performing.
'There are really two ways to look at
performing," he says, "there's the
negative side of wanting to do well,
but always with that fear of being
judged inadequate by the audience.
'Then there's the more positive side
of having a need to communicate, of
having something worthwhile to say.

(Continued on Page Seven)
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Othello As Comedy?"

by Helene Kansky
On February 1* the Hartman Theatre
Company presented a unique
production of Shakespeare's Othello,
one that seemed at times to be a three
hour rendition of The Comedy of
Errors.
The outstanding acting of Kate
Mulgrew's Desdemona was upstaged
bv balconies slamming together and
curtains catching on lifts. Even the
music failed to create a mood of
mysterious quiet because of backstage
calamities.
One of Shakespeare's most dramatic
scenes, that in which Othello smothers
Desdemona, loses its tragic effect
when the stage crew uses poles to
release a curtain that had not fallen
into place properly. Later in the act
Othello places the dying Emilia,
played by Margot Tenney, on the bed
with Desdemona. Unfortunately, he
places he on the very edge of the bed
and Emilia must spend the remaining
part of the last act balancing herself.
Even if one excuses these mishaps,
one cannot excuse David Canary's
lago for overacting. Shakespeare gave
lago major speeches that should not
only characterize him as a villain, but
also reveal to the audience details of
the plot line. Unfortunately Mr.
Canary's dynamism runneth over.
Although he has the potential for
excellent acting, on stage he is no
more than a boisterous voice set at
78rpm's. Moreover, he seemed more
concerned with pushing his hair off his
face and falling to his knees in tears
(He put holes in his pants!) than in
delivering his lines.
Although Canary's lago bewilders
and confuses the audience, Kate
Mulgrew'a Desdemona enchants
them. Her energetic and moving
performance highlights the play.
Unlike Canary, she maintains control
of her own emotions without
sacrificing sincerity or credibility. We
believe she loves Othello; we believe
that she is ignorant of lago's plot; and
we believe that she is ignorant of
wrongdoing. Miss Mulgrew engages
our sympathy by convincing us that
Desdemona is a woman much sinned
against.
The audience does have trouble
sympathizing with Othello. Is he a
man sinned against or a man sinning?
Ron ONeal's Othello possesses the
mild resonant voice of a quiet man
and minister of justice. However, he
loses his temper early in the play when
he learns about Cassio's involvement
in a soldier's brawl. This reaction is not
expected from the man whose code of
honor requires discretion and fairness.
Perhaps it is the director's way of
foreshadowing Othello's murder of
Desdemona. Nonetheless, by allowing
Othello to lose his emotional control
so early in the play, the director fails
to develop Othello's benevolence and
and fairness. Thus we see Othello as a
villain, not victim.
Admittedly, Shakespeare is not easy
to act, produce, or direct. The
producer, director and cast must share

a similar interpretation of the play.
Director Robert Smith chose to update
Othello to the IcWs, the time of the
Crimean War. He did so by allowing
the actors to donn Victorian garb. The
setting consists of a huge mural backdrop of muted oranges, yellows and
blues. This abstract setting enables the
director to make an easy transition
from Venice to Cyprus, but does not
even hint of the Crimean War era.
Fortunately Robert Smith has not
altered Shakespeare's language. He
derived this production of Othello
from the First Folio edition of
Shakespeare's plays, and has tried to
follow this version as closely as
possible.
The Hartman Theatre Company's
production of Othello brings tears of
laughter and tears of boredom to the
audience's eyes. Ironically, the cast
and director possess the potential to
create a great production. Perhaps if
they shorten a few scenes, allow for a
second intermission, slow down lago's
rhetoric and perfect the stage
maneuvers, this comedy of errors may
be transformed into the domestic
tragedy, Othello.
Othello is playing at the Hartman
Theatre now through February 19. For
reservations and information call 203323-2131.

(Continued from Page Six)

Film Briefs
by Miles Prunier and Bill Timoney
By Bill Timoney and Miles Prunier
What's Up Doc? is director Peter Bogdanovich's cinematic tribute to the
Hollywood screwball comedies of the 1930/sandthe action is reminiscient of
Carole Lombard, the Marx Brothers and Bob Hope at their finest. Ryan O'Neal
and Barbra Streisand give their best and funniest performances in this wild
and weird series of mistaken identities and mixed-up suitcases. Their performances come off quite differently than what you might expect; they both
play rather flakey people: Ryan is a professor of musicology interested in
rocks and so absent-minded that his fiancee becomes convinced that she
must run his life for him. In her first film appearance, Madeline Kahn plays
this fiancee as a dominant yet imbalanced female bordering on hysteria.
Streisand plays a Carole Lombard-type kook whose unbridled crush on
ONeal releases a torrent of unpredictable insanity, including the by-now
classic car-chase through the streets of San Francisco. Her non-fans will be
pleased to know that she sings only once, and even that is a comic rendition
of "As Time Goes By."
Others in this talented cast are Kenneth Mars (the "Young Frankenstein"
police officer) as O'Neal's professional rival, Austin Pendleton as the donor of
a music grant, and Liam Dunn in the role of the pill-popping judge. Dunn was
also the ill-fated sexagenarian newspaper vendor in "Silent Movie," and has
appeared in every Mel Brooks film to date. In fact, viewers will be often
reminded of the Mel Brooks mania while watchingWhat's Up Doc?.
What's Up Doc? will be shown at 7:00 and 9:30 P.M. on Thursday,
February 16, and at 7:30 only on Friday, the 17 in Conzaga Auditorium.'
Admission is only 50 cents, so don't miss it!
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That's the part of performing I try to
focus on. I want to focus my mind on
the communication aspect— and
that's hard for me."
The popular professor talked about
audiences and how they affect a
performer. They can hurt a person
terribly if he feels that he is walking
into a room full of critics. There is no
joy or fulfillment in playing to people
who are hanging on every note,
waiting for a mistake, he pointed out,
but was quick to add "They're really
not like that. They want to hear good
music, to listen and to receive it, not
to tear you down or judge you."
In speaking about the concept of
communicating through the music he
will play, Mr. Grossman says he is
hopeful that his audience will at least
be willing to meet him half way, and
listen to what he is trying to say.
When asked why he is making his
New York debut at this point in time,
he responded simply that he feels it is
time for it. The last three years of his .
life, he notes, have been spent mainly
working toward becoming a good
pianist. Mr. Grossman feels that if a
person waits too long it's too late and
you're too old to debut. "I focused my
work in a demanding way toward
making this debut. In that sense the
concert has already been a success
because it's improved my playing.
"Every time I sit down to play, I try
to put myself in the position of playing
in front of an audience, being aware of
them, but still concentrating on the
quality of the music."
The idea of playing in New York is
something that affects a performer
also. To make a New York debut is part
of the process of becoming
recognized in the musical world.
When I asked Mr. Grossman what
significance the concert will have for
him, he said he felt that he would
achieve "some kind of legitimacy as a
pianist". It will help equip him, he
feels, to do college tours, lecturerecitals, historical recitals, as well as
the more formal and traditional forms
of concertizing.
He feels that playing in New York is
important because it tells people in a
clear way that he has acquired a
quantity of skill and artistic ability. To
be able to point to a New York concert
is, in his mind, more meaningful than
to play a tape for someone or to
audition for a few people. It is an
indication of the very special ability to
perform for people and be accepted
by them.
'The most important thing for me is
to have a good audience and to know
that they're my friends, and that they
want me to succeed," he said. And so,
on this biggest day in his life, Orin
Grossman will play for his friends and
take another step i/i the never ending
process of becoming a musician.
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"Here's to mud in your eye and booze in your belly." Fairfield's football
team celebrated Mardi Gras last Friday in the Oak Room.

With Paul Fitzgerald
Eddie Money
Despite the impression you may
have gotten from all the reviews and
commotion about New Wave music,
not all of the good new music falls
into that category. Eddie Money has
just released a debut album that
could not be called punk by any
stretch of the imagination, but it is an
important and well-done effort
nonetheless.
The most intriguing thing about this
album is Money's combination of
soul influences (no doubt from his
New York City upbringing) and
healthy doses of hard driving rock.
The soul influences are most evident
on Money's rendering of an old
Smokey Robinson tune called "You
Really Got A Hold On Me", with Tom
Scott adding a soulful sax solo. The
most popular, and probably the best,
song on the albumn, "Two Tickets to
Paradise", is a perfect display of what
Money can do with a rock song. The

band works well together; the rhythm
is laid down well, Jimmy Lyon's guitar
playing, one of the most impressive
things about this albumn, is excellent
and Eddie Money adds some powerful
vocals.
"Gamblin' Man" and "Wanna Be a
Rock 'n' Roll Star", although not
outstanding, are good rock songs. In
"Rock 'n' Roll Star", Money certainly
leaves no doubt as to what he wants to
do with his life-"Every night before I
go to sleep, I pray to God/Oh God, me
and the boys been workin' so very
hard... I wanna be a rock 'n' roll star!"
Although there is nothing here that
will change the history of rock, there is
also not a weak spot to be found,
which gives it a special place among
recent releases. Eddie Money obviously knows his stuff, and I'm
looking for him to be one of the big
names of rock in the future.

Top Ten of '77
TOP TEN OF 77
Keeping in mind the difficulty of
limiting a list to any certain number,
the following is a list of my 10 favorite
albumns of 1977. They are in no
particular order, and I don't pretend to
be saying they are the best-just my
favorites.
Bat Out of Hell - Meatloaf
My Aim Is True - Elvis Costello
Karla Bonoff
Aja - Steely Dan
The Muppet Show Albumn
Even In the Quietest Moments Supertramp
Netherlands - Dan Foeglberg
Eddie Money
The Stranger - Billy Joel
Out of the Blue - Electric Light
Orchestra
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Say Hello To
The Goodbye Girl"
by Chris Marcolini
The first few minutes of The
Goodbye Girl are the last slow
moments in the movie. Neil Simon has
done it again. He has taken the corny
boy-gets-girl plot of the 4Cfs and
pumped it full of sensitivity and
laughter,which is timed to the split
second.
The trouble with describing such a
funny movie is that it can never seem
as funny on paper. And The Goodbye
Girl is funny, despite its fairly
predictable plot. Paula McFadden
(Marsha Mason) is the typical loser in
love, who specializes in actors. As
Paul's daughter Lucy puts it, she attracts the type of men who "never stay
around long enough to stay her type."
And Tony, her current lover-creep, is
no exception. He literally wallpapers
his apartment with self-photographs,
and a person who is that fond of
himself does not make provisions for
the women he dumps and their
daughters; he looks out for number
one. Tony is the kind of the love 'em
leave 'em bastards. He has taken off
for Italy and a movie role, leaving
Paula and Lucy with a short note
which expresses his insincere regrets.

Beyond the call of lousiness, Tony has
sublet his apartment to another actor,
Elliot Carfield, without telling either of
the rentees about the other.
Richard Dreyfuss makes Elliot
Carfield the best of the reasons why
you will love The Goodbye Girl. From
the moment he stands dripping on the
hall rug, trying to quick-think his way
into the apartment which is legally his,
you are on his side. Anyone who you
love "wet as a herring" you have to
love when he's dry. Paula tells Elliot
that he is "too weird to live with." And
he is. He plays his guitar in the raw
when he can't sleep, and he does burn
strawberry incense and chant OM at
quarter of six in the morning. But he is
also an old-time sweetheart, who,
believe it or not, is not just another
bum out to screw everyone he comes
into contact with. He puts up with
Paula and Lucy, and puts up with
Paula's shrewishness, whether it
means taking the smaller bedroom, or
taking the hassles she gives about
each glass of his own water that he
drinks.
Dreyfuss has an amazing amount of
energy, and we forget that Carfield is a
character and not a real man. He is
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magnetic as the actor who is forced to
portray Richard III on offoff-offbroadway as a blatant homosexual, a
"king who would be queen," a hunchback with limp wrists. Marsha
Mason is his perfect complement as
the suspicious lady who uses every bit
of New York street sense she has to
survive. She refuses to believe at first
that Garfield's generousity has no
strings attached. Quin Cummings
never slips as the wise-talking little
girl, who is as terrified inside as Paula
that this protector will someday go the
same route as the others.
Now you just know (or at least you
hope) that Paula and Elliot will get
over their antagonism and end up
happily ever after in the end. But this
only adds to the movie. Make sure
that The Goodbye Girl doesn't leave
town before you see it. Go. Go
prepared to sit back and relax. Go
prepared to laugh. Co prepared to
come out of a movie feeling better
than you have in a long time. The
Goodbye Girl is currently at the
Community Theatre in Fairfield
center.

Fairfield, CT 06430
Tel. 25S-226B

Tell us what your favorite top five
albums are for 1977 and we will give
you a five-album package and a list
of Fairfield's top ten selection.
The Mirror and WVOF proudly announce the first annual record
sweepstakes. Submit your list of the
five top albums of 1977 to Box R no
later than Friday, Feb. 17. Include your
name and box number.
Thursday, Feb. 23, the Mirror will
publish a list of Fairfield's top ten
selections. At 12:30 p.m. that day in
the lobby of the Campus Center, a
drawing will be held. All those submitting a top five list will be eligible.
First name pulled will receive a fivealbum package selected by WVOF
Second and third names pulled will
receive one album.
Submit your list right now and win.
WVOF and Mirror personnel are
excluded from the drawing.
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On Life With Rolling Stone

by Franny DeFeo
The words "Rolling Stone" can sometimes become a
bit ambiguous. It can either mean a member of a very
famous rock band by the same name, or, it can mean a
publication which is a culmination from everything that is
happening in music to important current social issues.
Today, I will concern myself with the later definition.
Recently, I had a chance to talk with Chet Flippo, an Editor
atRolling Stone magazine,about music, journalism,Rolling
Stone's format and life as a writer. The following is a
portion of the interview:
Mirror: Originally, what was it about Rolling Stone that
caught your eye?
Chet: "I was in the Navy at the time, and someone else had
bought it in San Francisco. The ship I was on was out in San
Diego, and they were jast passing around the first issue,
which had John Lennon on the cover. I being a Beatles' fan,
I said: 'What's that?' and I just started reading it, and said:
This is just great!' This was the first magazine or newspaper,
whatever it looked like at the time, that I felt like reading.
Once I was into the content of the entire issue, I could tell
that these were people I could get along with and that they
understood a lot more than Time orNewsweek orStars and
Stripes, which was about all we had to read in the military."
Mirror: What was the first article you wrote for Rolling
Stone?
Chet: Jann (Wenner) bought the third article I sent him
which, oddly enough, was a non-music article. It was about
a right-wing college in West Texas. It was basically a very
snide piece. It was funny,he liked it... I was in Austin at the
time going to the University of Texas graduate school, so I
just became like the South and just whatever was happening say from Texas to Florida."
Mirror: What was your first major Rolling Stone Cover
story?
Chet: 'The first music cover I had was Doug Saulm, in
about 1972,and I wasn't really thrilled. I said: 'Well, so I got
a cover.' Which is a shame when you think about it. But,
there had been no great revelations or thrills, had I started
the day I got out of college."
Mirror: Over the years I have noticed that Rolling Stone has
become more concerned with current issues, and not just
music. Do you have any comments regarding this?
Chet: "One thing a lot of people overlook is that Rolling
Stone is pretty much a mirror of what is going on in this
country and when it started in '67 and even through the
early 70/s,music was really a much more vibrant force than
it is now. We didn't always, but we had a lot of issues that
were nothing but music from beginning to end. The reason
for that was that there was so much music happening.
These days a lot of the same people are still around and
they're not making exciting music. There's not that much
coming up, in the form of younger musicians. Also our
audience has gotten a little older, and the staff has gotten a
little older, and our interests have just ranged a little
broader. There's only so many times we can do Frampton,
the Starship, even the Sex Pistols or whatever."
Mirror: What do you think about the Sex Pistols?
Chet: "Terrific group! It's too Bad they're gone. I don't think
they could have sustained what they had at such an intense
level. They pretty much just had to fly apart. Johnny Rotten
just quit, and that pretty much ruins it. You take a kid like
Rotten, I guess he's 20, and in the past year he's made more
headlines than anybody. He has this public image to live up
to. Whether or not he's that way all the time, I can't say, I
don't know him. I wouldn't want to be under that kind of
scrutiny."
Mirror: Was their any article/interview that really stands
out in your mind? One that I found particuarly captivating
was when you went to Toronto to report Keith Richard's
drug arrest (RS No. 238).
Chet: "Well, the Keith Richard's article was literally the
toughest story I've ever had to do. Much tougher than any
investigative piece. I did one on Hurricane Carter, and that
took three months of phone calls and I must have had over
5,000 pages of notes, but that was just steady digging away,
which an investigation is. But the Toronto thing was just a
circus. To begin with, you have the Stones locked up in a
hotel room for seven days, all their entourage there including the eccentric manager. I will call him Crazy, and

•\OG£rH£R
25% off pants and
40% off boys & girls tops
Good Luck Pat Walsh

"Anytime you do any music story, you can count on
getting 33- 1/3% of hate mail." — Chet Flippo.
Courtesy of Rolling Stone Magazine.
Paul Wasserman (the press agent) who is kind ot like a
ringmaster himself, their attorney, then you have the
mounties. Every night in the hotel lobby there would be
forty to fifty reporters camped out from England, Japan,
Canada, and they were all trying to get to the Stones.
There was a very real chance that Richard could have
been locked up immediately and never gotten out. Had thP
government accomplished what it set out to do, and had
the Stones not had such a good legal force.
I came back and I was literally a physical wreck. I stayed
there for ten days at the same hotel, just chasing them
around. At the same time it was a lot of fun, you know,
flushing Jaeger out, getting to Richards."
Mirror: Do you have any suggestions for students who are
interested in writing to adhere to once they get out of
college?
Chet: "I went to graduate school and got an M.A. in
Journalism, but the only thing it taught me was that I didn't
want to teach journalism, and I didn't want to work for a
paper again. And it also taught me that their placement
service wasn't worth a damn. But, again, one of the real
problems, one of the real reasons I would advise against
graduate school, is that there must be 100,000 journalism
majors in the country. Now where they're going to get jobs,
I don't know.
With magazine writing, there are only two ways to do it,
from what I have seen and from what people I know who
are on magazines have done. Either just bombard a
magazine with articles, once you've really figured out
which one you really wanLto_work for, and you're sufe ^you
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understand what they run, and what they're likely to run.
Eventually, if they're good, they'll take note of you. The
second is to start as what is jokingly called an "entry level"
position, which is a research assistant, editorial assistant, a
copy assistant. And if you're any good you'll become an
Editor. A lot of people here started that way. In fact, no one
here was hired straight out of college, or off another
publication, or anything else. It was either from having sent
articles in, and having them published enough that finally
Jann (Wenner), the owner, decided to pull them onboard.
Or else there are people that started at the switchboard, or
research assistant that worked their way up to becoming an
Editor."
Mirror: Over the ten years Rolling Stone has been around, I
have seen it grow, and really zero in on the important issues
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One of the most interesting things about the job is the
mail from the readers. Anytime you do any music story, you
can count on getting at least a 33-1/3 percent of hate mail.
If you say anything about a person's favorite group. People
are really fanatico about their favorite musicians. Anytime I
do a Stones story, the die-heart Stones fans really crank out
the letters.
I just reviewed Queen at Madison Square Garden. The
mail so far is running 20 to 1 against me. But you have to
remember the only time people write letters is when they
really feel strongly. It's more likely that the people that feel
strongly are the ones that are pissed off."
In conclusion, Mr. Flippo is someone that takes his job>
seriously and is extremely dedicated. At the same time, he>
enjoys himself. He takes it all in stride, receiving what
comes to him, and fighting for it when it doesn't. No one
ever said that life as a writer for Rolling Stone is easy, but it
certainly looks like fun, and in the end, that's all that really
matters.
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Chet: "Hit that's a real problem, what is an important issue,
and what can we cover, and cover better than what Time
and Newsweek and the Washington Post and The New York
Times have already done. Which is a real problem because
we come out every two weeks. There's no way we can really
break a story, unless it's something like Patty Hearst. There's
no point in trying to compete with daily papers. So it's real
hard to find an issue that has not been overcovered, and
that we can do better."
Mirror: Are you assigned certain articles?
Chet: "Initially I was assigned almost everything, and it was
all music. Then I just started looking around for things that I
really wanted to do. And then convincing the boss that I
could do it. The story I am writing on now is about a movie
that has been shot. It is a remake of "Night of the Living
Dead," it's a sequel, you know, a horror movie. It's more fun
than a music story. That's why I wanted to do it. So I went
to him and said: This is a movie I want to do. I want to go
to the South and talk to the Director.' I ended up being an
extra, being one of the Zombies.
But, about half the time I'll pick my own assignments, and haif the time they'll be suggested oy other
people. We have a editorial meeting once a week, which
are real informal affairs, and someone will say: 'Well, we
haven't done Paul McCartney in awhile, who would be
good to do McCartney?' Well, I finally volunteer and say:
'I'll do it.' As long as it's a Beatle, I'll do it!".
Mirror: Do you ever find that there are other Editors at
Rolling Stone who are more interested in a story which has
been assgined to you, because they really like the group or
whatever?
Chet: "Yea, I have. Actually, if someone wants to do it more
than I do, and probably can do a better job, I'll say: 'sure.' I
just did that with the Eagles. I was going to do them, and I
started thinking, I really don't have a fix on that group, and
I'm really not crazy about them. I'm sure there is someone
else who is, so..."
Mirror: Do you have any comments about Rolling Stone or
Rock 'n'Roll in general?
Chet: "Well, Rock'n'Roll really is a way of life. Whether you
listen to it or not. There are ways of living that are
Rock'n'Roll. It's different in everyones life. But it is not that
difficult to understand. That just the way you look at life
determines whether there is Rock'n'Roll in your mind or

Wed.
$1 cover
Free Draft
8-9:30

BEST
Fri. Sat.
only
$1 cover
Party til
3:00 AM

EVERY
NIGHT

Tues.
Draft 250
Drinks $1.00)
all night

BANDS
Thur.
(Ladies Drinks)
250
8-10

Come 'n' Party
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FEATURES
Officials Firmly Defend Security Regulations
Lynn Lomaglio
Features Section
Fairfield Mirror
The Security Department at this
university is a thirteen person team
with its central headquarters located
in the Loyala Hall basement. Students
question many regulations set by the
Security Department and are unaware
of some of the services Security
provides. Four security officers, including the supervisor and director,
comment on security rules and
regulations, themselves, and their
jobs.
Dave Baxter has been the supervisor
of Security for almost four and one
half years. Baxter graduated from
Housatanic Community College in
Bridgeport with a degree in Criminal
Justice. He plans to obtain a bachelors
degree in business administration
from Fairfield. Dave wants to keep his
career in the field of security but he
admits, "I would like a bigger position
if possible." In speaking of the general
requirements for security officers,
Baxter said, "We are looking for
people who are educated. We want at
least two years of college, preferably a
degree in criminal justice."
Dave Baxter answered many
questions that perplex Fairfield
students. Asked why Security officers
refuse to jump start students' cars,
Baxter replied that last year when two
officers jumped a student's car, the
battery of the car blew up in the officers' faces. Since that incident,
officers refuse to jump start cars. The
Security Department provided jumper
cables for the students to use, but the
cables were one day borrowed and
never returned., students must have
their own cables and do their own
jumping.
Baxter also spoke about "Project
Identification". He explained that the
driver's license number of the student
is engraved with an electric tool on
stereos,radios, television sets, and any
other piece of private property. If an
officer recovers a stolen item with
such a license number engraved on it,
he or she will return it to the owner.
On the subject of theft on the Fairfield
campus, Baxter reported that "it has
cut down considerably. The only
reported major item stolen during the
Christmas break was a television set."
Baxter added, "We can't do a thing
unless they come to us and report a
larceny."
A recent issue under question by the
students is the fact that "Checkpoint
Charlie" is at his post only until 2:00
A.M. Many students ask, "why is there •
no one to inspect people entering the |
campus past 2:00 A.M.?" To this
question Baxter replied, "It is senseless
having a check point because the gate
at Barlow Road was run into by a
truck, which broke the lock. The gate
at North Benson is also broken, due to
the construction going on at that site.
The state, who is responsible for the
North Benson road construction,
refuses to pay for repairing the gate.
"It is is senseless to have a checkpoint
on duty all night when two other
entrances to the campus are wide
open." Baxter added that more patrol
time has been scheduled to make up
for the absence of a checkpoint, and
the two open gates. At the present,
"Checkpoint Charlie" keeps his post
until 1:30-2:00 A.M.
Both faculty and students have
expressed
distress
with
the
unavailability of parking spaces on
campus. On this issue, Baxter commented that the faculty and staff
should park in front of Loyola Hall and
in the Campus Center parking lot.
Baxter added, "they are actually
allowed to park wherever they want."
His suggestion to the students'
complaint is, "students just have to
drive over to the Northwest parking
lot. What they (the students) are
saying is that there is no parking
available right next to the building
they want to go into."
Baxter spoke of several services that
Security offers which many students
are unaware of. He explained that the
third floor of Bannow has an
emergency line connected directly to
the security office in Loyola. If an
accident should occur in a chemistry
lab, someone can pick up the phone
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[Top left] Security director Mark Lombardi guides the team
from his office in the Loyola basement. [Top right] Dave
Jacobs, a new addition to the Security, stands ready for action. [Photos by Don Maron.]
and two security officers will come to
assist immediately. 'That gets priority
over everything else", assured Baxter.
Baxter went on to say that there is one
emergency phone on each end of the
two wings on the third floor of
Bannow. There is also an emergency
phone on the second floor of the
nursing wing.

Mark Lombardy, Director of
Security, graduated from" Fairfield
University in 1973 with a B.A. in
Political Science. He started working
for the Security Department immediately after graduation. Lombardy
describes his transition from student
to administrator as "traumatic, different, a real challenge."
On the subject of campus traffic
Also on the subject of "student tickets, Lombardy commented, "very,
services", Baxter said that officers will
very, few traffic tickets were paid last
give rides to the girls living in Julie year, and very few were brought to
Hall "as often as requested". Security
traffic court." He went on to say that
officers will also assist female students
last year, Security had no means of
to any spot on campus at night. Baxter
tracking down violators, but that they
assures, "if any female student is
"have rectified that this year," with the
worried, the officers are more than
aid of a computer. With regard to
happy to assist her."
illegal parking in the fire lanes,
Lombardy said that he instructs the
Many students question why the officers to "allow fifteen minutes on
officers carry guns. That's a tough sight". If the owner does not return
question to answer", admitted Baxter. within fifteen minutes, he or she will
He explained that the guns are not to be given a ticket. If he or she does not
protect the officers from the students, return within thirty minutes, his or her
and neither are they to alarm the car is tqwed. Lombardy added, "We
students. Baxter makes clear that "this could have towed a lot more this year,
is not a guard service. The officers are but the guys tried to first locate the
educated men, college grads." Baxter owner."
remarked that in the four years he has
worked at Fairfield, "no guns have
gone off." He added, "I'd rather have
Lombardy also discussed the topic
them and not need them than need of gun carrying. He said that two
them and not have them."
incidents in 1973 which occurred

Wednesday,

Feb.

within four days of each other
initiated the practice of carrying a
gun. The first incident occurred when
three Bridgeport youths appeared on
campus in 3 stolen car carrying with
them some stolen goods. As one of the
officers approached the car to inspect
the situation, one of the youths pulled
a gun on him. The other incident
occurred four days later, when another
group of off-campus youths entered
Gonzaga Hall and proceeded to attack
some of the girls living there. When an
officer tried to stop them, the youths
knocked him to the gound and
stomped on his back, giving the officer
serious back injuries.
Lombardy explained, "campus
police work has expanded so that we
are not doing our job unless we are
properly prepared."
Lombardy
continued to say that many college
campuses have their own police
forces. 'The majority of our fights
involve non-campus persons. Rarely
do we have serious problems with our
students."
Officer David Jacobs has worked for
Fairfield University Security for six
months. He graduated from the
University of New Haven with a B.A.
in history. He received his teaching

certification in a two year program
from Southern Connecticut Community College, and he has a Masters
degree from the University of New
Haven. Jacobs commented that he
enjoys his position as Security Officer
at Fairfield. A few experiences in his
six months on the job, "will never be
forgotten", Jacobs asserted. Five false
alarms within eight hours, his nineteen
hour shift in a snowstorm this past
January, and being followed and eyed
by an owl the size of a big turkey while
patrolling for East dorm, are among
Jacob's unusual and certainly
memorable experiences at Fairfield.
Janet Specht, one of the two women
on the force, has a degree in Criminal
Justice Correctional Administration
from the University of New Haven.
Janet is not uncomfortable about
being one of two women on a twelve
person staff. "I've been told, kiddingly,
Janet, you're just one of the guys."
Janet admits, "I am treated differently
not only because I'm a woman, but
because I am an individual." Janet's
most memorable experience as
Security officer was when she was
locking up McCauleff Hall one night
when two of her co-workers, Vinny
Cantarano and Bob Hardy decided to
play "ghosts" by haunting McCauliff
with moans and shrieks.

Take It From Here
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100 Nights for Seniors at the Knights
Anthony Davis Quartet 8 p.m. in the of Columbus, Unquowa Road, FairOak Room. Free of Charge. Hear what field, 8-? a.m. Tickets are $5 and go on
jazz is ail about. Telecast live by sale in the campus center this week. A
CPTV.
senior celebration the Fairfield blowout tradition.
A Thousand Clowns and Where's
Poppa, two underrated comedies of
The Deep with Nick Nolte and
the 70/s directed by Fred Coe and Jackie Bisset. Student Center Social
funnyman Carl Reiner. 7:30 and 9:30 room at U.B. 10:30 p.m. $1.25.
respectively at Westport Country
Aztec Two-Step at 9:30 p.m. in
Cinema through Friday. An I.D. will
McConaughy Hall of Wesleyan
get you in for $1 on weekdays.
University in Middletwon, Ct. Tickets
$5. at Cutlers II* New Haven.

Thursday, Feb. 16

An Evening of Cole Porter with
Francis Thome on piano and the Yale
Jazz Ensemble. Sprague Hall, Yale
University, tonight at 8:30. Tickets are
$8.50 - $5.00.
The Great Race, starring Tony
Curtis, Jack Lemmon and Natalie
Wood at the Fairfield Public Library,
1080 Old Post, tonight at 8 p.m. Free.
What's Up Doc with Barbra
Streisand and Ryan O'Neal. Gonzaga
Aud. at 7and 9:30 p.m. Don't miss the
chase scene. $1.
The Day of the Locast, 1970 horror
film tonight at 8:30 p.m. in the Recital
Hall of the Bernhard Center at U.B.
$75.

Friday, Feb. 17
Martha Schlamme, Cabaret Singer,
tonight at 8 p.m. in the Recital Hall of
the Bernhard Center at U.B. Free.
What's Up Doc, a Streisand-ONeal
affair. Gonzaga Aud., 7:30 only. $1.

Pan Wolodyiowski, historical Polish
movie based on the novel by Noble
Prize winning writer
Henryk
Sienkiewicz, tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Klein Aud., 910 Fairfield Ave., Bpt.
Tickets are $2 with I.D.
Film as Art, a program of seven
films by contemporary filmmakers
tonight at 8 p.m. in the library lecture
hall of Sacred Heart University, Park
Ave., Bpt. Free of charge.

Kinderhook Creek in the Oak Room
tonight at 9 p.m. Sponsored by S.E.C.
Home Basketball-St. Joseph's.
Stagmania continues at 7:30 p.m. in
the unnamed gym.

Sunday, Feb. 19
Connecticut String Quartet will
perform free of charge at 8 p.m. in the
Recital Hall of the Bernhard Center
U.B.

Monday, Feb. 20
Stag Hockey-Fitchburg at the
Wonderland of Ice, Glenwood Ave.
(off Rt. 25) in Bridgeport.

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY (Not
really, but let's pretend.) No classes
today.

Woody Allen Speical featuring
"Everything You Always Wanted to
Know About Sex. . ." and "Love and
Death" at the Westport Country
Cinema Playhouse tonight through
Tuesday. $2.50 on weekend, $1 with
I.D. weekdays. 7:30 and 9:05 p.m.

Home Basketball-St. Bonaventure
at 7:30 p.m. in the gym.

Day of the Locust tonight at 8 and
10:15 p.m. in the Recital Hall of the
Bernhard Center, U.V. $.75.

, Science of Embalming, the Spring
biology lecture with George Frigon in
Room 207B of the Dana Hall of
Science, U.B. Free.

Coming-up

FUSA Presidential Elections,
From Here to Eternity, starring Burt
Thursday, Feb. 23.
Lancaster and Deborah Kerr tonight at
The Piano vs. the 20th Century,
8:30 p.m. at the Unitarian Church, 10
lecture by Robert Preston of U.B. at 10
Lyons Placins Road in Westport.
1978 Grammy Awards, CBS*
a.m. in the Recital Hall of the BerAdmission is $1.50 with I.D. and nhard Center, U.B. Free of Charge.
Thursday, Feb. 23.
includes wine and cheese.
Seven Beauties and Swept Away,
two stunning films by Italy's Lina
Wetmueller. Today at 3 p.m. and
Museum of Modern Art with Palko again at 7:30 p.m. in the library
Lukacs. Bus leaves campus center at 9, lecture hall of Sacred Heart
returns from New York at 4 p.m. Sign- University, Park Ave., Bpt. Free of
up in C-18.
charge.

Saturday, Feb. 18

Mirror-WVOF Album Contest,
Thursday, Feb. 23 at 1 p.m. in Campus
Center.
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[Above] Seniors Vicki Ferrara and Patty Gortych survey the [Above right] workmen repair
washed out porch, effects that the worst storm in thirty years had on their house at the end of
Fairfield Beach Road. [Below] After the blizzard subsided the Fairfield Beach Shuttle
returned to business as usual. [Below right] Swirling floods destroyed this mailbox at 2101
Beach Road. [Photos by Vince Howley.]

Snowy Flood Smashes Beach

Don't Leave Your Friends
in the Dark

The priesthood is for those who want more than a job. You may not make much money,
but you will make many friends, as you share the light of Christ with people.
For more information on Priesthood in the Archdiocese of Boston...or if you would like
to participate in the Awareness Days for College Students at St. John's Seminary in Boston on
Thursday and Friday, March 9th and 10th, contact Father Paul Walsh or Father Charles
Bourke at the Vocation Information Center, St. John's Seminary, Brighton, Ma. 02135 or call
254-2610.

by Gigi Byron
Early last week Connecticut, along with most of the Eastern seaboard,
was hit by a severe snowstorm. Due to the blizzard conditions, classes at
Fairfield were cancelled for two and one-half days, from Monday noon until
Thursday morning. As is true with most large scale storms, everyone was
heavily inconvenienced; travelling on foot was tedious and driving was bad.
By far the most inconvenience, however, was caused to the residents of
Fairfield beach. The storm turned the usually pleasant beach community into
a real disaster area. It caused heavy flooding along most of Beach Road.
Lantern Point and the Rowland and Reef Road areas were also flooded. The
most severe damage was to that part of the beach "past the hump." Most
residents beyond this point were evacuated. One student commented, "I
looked out of my second floor window and -the waves were splashing against
it." There was serious structural damage done to a few houses. The back wall
of one house was so soaked that it fell in. A front porch from another house
was destroyed by the combination of snow, water and heavy winds. The
national guard was called in Monday night to help students evacuate. There
were many flooded basements along the beach, and one student said she
spent Monday night "wading around the basement, trying to save anything of
value. "A Rowland Road resident said "I heard the waves were pretty high so I
looked out the window and this blue volkswagon was slowly driving down
the road. Then I realized there was no driver; the car was floating."
A major complaint of beach residents was the lack of food. Even if you
could get to a store, your efforts were futile because both 7-Eleven and Jack's
— the two most popular convenience stores — were closed. The Nautilus
made sure that no one suffered from lack of drink, however. They remained
open all Monday night,even though students had to leave via rowboats. One
die-hard Naut fan told me that he spent Monday night "ankle deep in water,
playing pinball in the Naut."
The most common complaint heard was that of being stranded in their
house for two days. "Everyone was going stir-crazy. We were all pacing up
and down the living room getting on each other's nerves," was one survivor's
comment. Another said, "It was horrible; there was nowhere to go and
nothing to do, but fight with my housemates." Backgammon marathons, soap
operas, and eating seemed to be the most widely used attempts at ignoring
the blizzard. The attitudes of beach residents were summed up by one
Fairfield student who told me, "I always wanted to live by the beach so I
could go down to the water when I wanted. When the water starts coming to
me, though, it's a whole different story."
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Joey DeSantis:

A Person, Not Just A Player
by Stephen Motta
Swish. Swish. Swish. After watching
in awe for nearly twenty minutes it
seems almost inhuman. Yet, Joseph
DeSantis has been doing it this way
nearly all his life, and he wouldn't
want it any other way. Basketball has
become a part of Joey, an intricate
portion of his life that he'll always love
and enjoy. To many of us here at
Fairfield, the name DeSantis has been
associated with basketball wizardry,
but there is a lot more to this 6'1"
Junior than meets the eye.
Growing up in the Bronx, NY., Joe
gained valuable experience in
basketball early on, although baseball
was his first preference. "When I was
younger, little league was big where I
lived, so I played a lot of baseball. It
wasn't until the sixth grade that I got
into basketball," recollected Joe.
"Most of the kids I lived near, all they
ever did was play basketball, so I got
into it that way. I used to play with the
Riverside Hawks (a church league
team). We travelled all overCincinnati, Detroit, then to England,
Ireland, and Wales in a tournament
over there." So although Joey D's first
sport wasn't basketball, he progressed
quickly enough to be recognized as
one of the finest high school
basketball players ever to come out of
New York City, and that is saying a lot.
After his prodigious playing career
at Tolentine High School in the Bronx
(where he averaged over 29 points and
8 assists per game his senior year),
Joey received offers from several top
colleges across the nation. But, after
careful consideration of all the advantages and disadvantages, he
decided upon Fairfield University. "I
didn't want to go big, because I
wanted to play right away. Also,
wanted to be close to home; and they
have a good program here at Fairfield,
a competitive one."
So it was to be: Joseph DeSantis to
play at Fairfield. Those who followed
Joey's high school career expected
him to pick up right where he left off,
and he didn't let down those who had
high hopes for him, as he tallied 16.8
points per game in his Freshman year
here, and 18.2 the next, while dealing
out close to 7 assists per game for the
two years. "We had great expectations
for Joe when we recruited him," said
head coach Fred Barakat of himself
and his coaching crew, "and he has
improved every year. I'd say he's twice
the player that he was last year; he's
gotten better and better."
Joe seems to like it here at Fairfield.
But it's not so much the basketball end
of the stick; it's the people. "I like the
way people treat me. People we
(members of the team) didn't know
invited us over for dinner during the
break (Christmas). A lot of them go
out of their way to make us feel at
home here." Most of this community
is all wrapped up in our Stags, and Joe
really appreciates them for that. "I like
playing in front of our crowd, we have
a good crowd here; they really want to
see good basketball."
The "good basketball" has been
much better this year, thanks mostly
to the quick adjustment Joey D. made
from scorer to team player. "Early in
the season I was shooting a lot
because Coach wanted me to." Then,
after four billiant scoring outings (36.
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If you missed the Holy Cross game,
just ask Mark Plefka or Kim Fisher,
recipients of most of Joe's ten assists
in the game that put Fairfield on the
map. The one time, andonly time, that
Joe faced Ron Perry of Holy Cross oneon-one, was when Joe scooted by
Perry for an easy layup just as if there
wasn't a defender at all. "Did you ever
dream about something all your life,
then have it come true?" That was
loe's reaction to the easy bucket.
This season is the first ever for
Fairfield in which not one but two
guards star in the backcourt. That
other man is senior Kim Fisher, who
with Joey form one of the most formidable duos since Frazier and
Monroe. "He opens up my game," says
Joe of Kim, "because the defense has
to be aware of him. He pushes the ball
up the court well, and moves well
without the ball. Kim helps me a lot by
playing the toughest man on defense,
and deserves a lot more credit from
their coach, who believes that "our
two guards are as good as any two in
the East, maybe in the country. Kim
has learned to play compatibly with
Joey, and we have all benefitted from
that."
After nineteen games this season,
Joe has an average of 21.4 points and 7
assists per game, while Kim has come

through with 18.3 points and 5 assists.
It's no wonder that with these two
men controlling the tempo of the
game, our Stags own a record of 17-2
so far, and already a definite birth in
the ECAC playoffs in March.
Now that Jovial Joe is in his third
year, he has emerged as the Stags'
leader in scoring and assists, and even
the title of 'star' has not caused him to
change his ways. Everyone thinks of
the average college basketball star as a
large, snub-nosed individual who
looks down upon the student body as
nothing more than a group of untalented busybodies. This is probably
true in most cases, but not in the case
of Joey DeSantis. Joe gives something
to people that most other hoop stars
across the nation haven't the time or
desire to- a bit of himself. Even with
the overloaded schedule he possesses,
he still finds time to make friends, not
just attract them with his popularity.
Whether it be entertaining Coach
Barakat's young children, or simply
discuss as to who's number one in pro
baseball with members of his dorm,
Joey [DeSantis has proven to all his
peers that he is much more than
merely a basketball player here at
Fairfield. And he's only a Junior...

Stagettes Win First
Under Moses
by JoAnn Boyle
Carol Gosselin, freshman center,
The Fairfield Stagettes defeated a
tough University of Bridgeport team topped in fifteen points for the
75-68 on Saturday February 4. The Stagettes and ripped down five
game was played following the men's rebounds.
Defensively, Ann Egan looked quite
game against Manhattan.
Donna Margine, an outstanding impressive. She also added nine points
freshman led the Stagettes in both to the Stagettes' tally.
Ellen Perry, a sophomore guard and
scoring and steals with twenty and
spark of the team was injured with a
three respectively.
Pam Mann's consistency on the sprained ankle and did not play. She
should be ready for action by the end
boards was a crucial asset in the
victory, she pulled down thirteen of this week.
The victory was an important one
rebounds along with scoring ten
for the Stagettes. It marked their first
points.
Senior Kym Awkard and Junior win under their new coach, Charlie
Kathy Donnelly added a total of Moses, it also leaves them with a more
fifteen rebounds with eight points positive outlook as they faced
(four assists) for Awkard and eleven nationally ranked Queens College
yesterday.
points (three assists) for Donnelly.

Junior Guard Joey DeSantis has been a key factor in the Stag's
success this season with his scoring, passing and defense. [Photo
by Jay Nagle]
38,22, and 25, respectfully), Joe's shots "developed the abilities of the other
were still flying but'they weren't players so that we would be a better
sinking. "I was a bit confused, and team."
Joe's ability to set up his teammates
didn't know what I should be doing."
Coach Barakat added, "His getting off on a fast break was never better
to such a good start was both good exemplified than on January 21, when
and bad, because it became a stan- the Fairfield Stags humbled Holy
dard, like a measuring stick that Cross. To build up that game (not that
it needed it), the media kept empeople thought he'd live up to."
Indeed,for many Stags fans put a lot phasizing the great matchup that was
of undue pressure upon Joe that got to to be: Perry versus DeSantis, but those
him midway through the season, and sportswriters overlooked one thingconsequently hindered his play on the Joe DeSantis wants his team to win
court. "I don't let other people's talk more than he wants just to beat his
bother me like it used to before," man. "He showed his true versatility in
remarked Joey, "I just want to play my that game," remarked Barakat, but the
game, and be more of a team player." really impressive thing about the game
Barakat noted that Joe adjusted his was the way that Joe gave up his shot
game "to the needs and talents of our to get a better one for one of his
other players", and that his play teammates.

COMPUTER WORLD
"BRIDGEPORTS FIRST COMPUTER STORE"

MICRO COMPUTERS
BUSINESS*HOBBY«EDUCATlON

10% DISCOUNT TH^O
ON BOOKS & MAGAZINES
WE CARRY: HAYDEN»SCELBI«KILOBAUD
PERSONAL COMPUTING»BYTE»JIM-PAK
TSC SOFTWARE»SWTP*COMPUCOLOR
IMSAI'NORTH STAR«SEALS«LEAR»TDL
3876 MAIN ST., BPT.

iMM-Tii-tr*
SAT. *.S

372-0722
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The Other Side:

More Than A Basketball Coach
By Doc Dougherty
Basketball coaches have been
traditionally described as persons
having limited interests. The common
stereotype of a hoop coach is that of a
narrow-minded ex-jock who best
expresses himself with X's and O's and
whose description of his team's play
consists of the word "great". Needless
to say, he is not the kind of guy you
would like to be cornered by at a
cocktail party.
Fairfield University basketball
coach Fred Barakat is none of those
things. X's and O's limit him. He
doesn't use any cliches. When he
attends a cocktail party — which is
rarely — people try to corner him. He
is an extremely likeable man who
happens to be an excellent basketball
coach. While in some quarters over
the years he has had a bad press, those
familar with him know that he is a
warm and affectionate man who
possesses an refreshingly positive
attitude towards life. While his
dynamism is best reflected in his
coaching, basketball knowledge is but
a fraction of what Fred Barakat has to
offer.
Many may wonder which Fred
Barakat this article is about, given the
pervasive misconceptions about the
man. True, the preceding description
does not fit well with the images that
many have of Barakat: a harsh critic of
players, a baiter of referees, a
questionable tactician. However,
these misconceptions usually arise
from observations of instances taken
out of context.
Barakat, the holder of a Masters
Degree in Psychology, explains the
critics this way: "You take a guy that
has a job he doesn't like, feels lousy.
He doesn't like his life. He snaps at his
wife and kids. How does he feel
better? He comes to a Fairfield game.
He can yell 'Barakat,you're a bum!' all
night. Only costs him three bucks.
Later on, he feels great." After one
hears Barakat give a few of these
explanations one gets the feeling that
it would be hard to keep this man
down. His outlook on life is a positive
one. He prides himself on being a
philosopher and a psychologist. He
frequently quotes Aristotle and St.
Thomas Aquinas to his players. The
sayings of William Shakespeare also
pop up in his talks to the team.
The talks to the players are a lesson
in motivation. In a recent team
meeting he spoke of intensity, the

No man's face is a better barometer of his emotions than Fred Barakats. Clockwise,
starting from bottom right, he is indignant, then restrained, and then all smiles after a game won by
you-know-who.

Photos are by Frank Godfrey,
Vince Howley

"Don't Get Carried Away With Public
Opinion. Work Hard, Think Positive,
And You'll Be A Winner Every Time.
And Don't You Forget It."
need to keep one's feet on the ground,
and the necessity of sacrifice. While
this sounds typical of most locker
room language, it was not delivered
without a sense of humor. To a player
late for the meeting Barakat said:
"Plefka! Great to see you! Where were
you? On sabbatical?" The scene was
all in good humor.
Barakat's sense of humor should
have landed him in Sports lllustrated's
'They Said It" column. At a recent
public speaking engagement a
member of the audience put forth the
question:
Q: What type of player do you like
to recruit?
A: (Barakat, deadpanning) Great
players.
His comments frequently draw
laughs from the players, such as when
he said that Earth, Wind, and Fire
(playing from Flip Williams cassette

deck) sounded like "wolves howling",
or when he reminisces about Phil
Rodgers, a star forward from an earlier
team, who demanded ten per cent of
the gate because "all the people come
to see me play."
At home, Fred Barakat is at ease.
After a long day of practice, he enjoys
a quiet evening at home with his
family. He banters casually with his
wife Florence, his daughters Nancy,
Christie and Amy and his ranbunctious three year old son Ricky
(better known as Fred Jr.). As his
father walks in the room Ricky slaps
him "five". The phone rings often. The
Barakats are popular in Fairfield, and
have become more so since the Stags
are winning so many games. The calls
that concern basketball are wideranging; most are congratulatory, yet
the inevitable requests for tickets are
frequent. What the ticket hounds

don't realize is that the desired tickets
are not readily available. Even Mrs.
Barakat, a real estate agent, is asked
for tickets. While the rudeness of
some overbearing fans has tended to
make the Barakats socially reticent,
they handle this inconvenience with
typical good humor, and by now have
developed a standard response:
"You'd be surprised, but you can buy
them at the gate."
Good humor is a trademark of
Barakat's. It has carried him through
times when a sense of humor was
necessary. Take, for example, his first
college coaching job, as an assistant at
Assumption. In 1966 he was about to
goto the University of Wisconsin on a
fellowship to get his Ph.D. in
psychology, but received an offer
from his old college coach to go and
be the assistant at Assumption.
Barakat balked at the original salary

offer, and subsequently got a few
more dollars...and a few more jobs
too! For three years he was the
assistant varsity basketball coach, the
freshman basketball coach, the tennis
coach, and the soccer coach. Despite
the fact that he had previously known
nothing about tennis or soccer, both
of the teams won championships
under him, despite the fact that both
had been perennial losers in previous
years. In addition to these coaching
duties, Barakat was also the head
trainer, the physical education
teacher, and the top recruiter. For
these seven functions he received a
salary so small that it can not be
printed in an American newspaper. It
was a time that demanded a lot from
Barakat, yet he succeeded, just as he
had as a student at Assumption, where
he was president of his senior class,
belonged to the National Honor
Society, and ranked third among the
graduates. He also was the
Greyhound's best basketball player.
He continues to succeed. At this
writing his Stags are 17-2, and have the
best record in the East. While he has
his feet on the ground he also has a
noticable case of "Stagmania". It
appears that his basketball philosophy
is finally being enacted by his players,
and he has called them "the best team
ever at Fairfield University".
His charisma is his strength. He is a
dynamic public speaker. At a recent
"Benefit Sports Night" speech for
exceptional children, in Monroe, Ct.,
Barakat put forth his philosophy in a
nutshell: 'Try to be the best self that
God created you to be," he told the
youngsters. "You owe it to yourself,
your family, and your God." The
coach is a deep believer in
Christianity, and takes his players to a
Chapel before all games, home and
away. Freshman Guard Rich Broggini
spoke of this: "It takes a lot of courage
to take all the guys to the Chapel. No
other coach would do it." In talking to
the exceptional children Barakat
preached optimism, hard work, and
belief in the self. The kids loved him.
He had the same rapport with the
audience that he does with his
players. His talk to the children
carried the typical Fred Barakat
message; "Don't get carried away with
public opinion. Work hard, think
positive, and you'll be a winner every
time. And don't you forget it." Fred
Barakat won't forget it. Just as he does
at a team meeting, at home, or when
offering a reporter a ride home, Fred
Barakat proved that he is more than a
basketball coach.
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Stag Icemen Drop Two Of Three

Freshman Ed Hackett took a nasty
spill and cracked his skis and reports
of broken binding springs and cold,
inflexible bodies were not uncommon.
In spite of this, the B team finished
fifth out of 13, which is good,
especially considering most of these
skiers have never competed before.
The next meet is Saturday at Hidden
Valley. Anyone interested in a
spectator bus and lift ticket package,
or competing, may contact Tom
Cleary at box CC.

THE FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
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game but it was not enough and the
Stags won by a score of 6-4.
The Stags have a busy schedule
coming up with an away game against
U Conn on Friday, a home game
against Fitchburg on Saturday night
and another away game against
Framingham on Monday night.
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Ski team president Tom Cleary
decided to send the B,C, and D teams
up to compete as well because he felt
they showed great potential at
practice last Thursday. They fared
well, but were equally troubled by
their equipment.

the Worchester goalie. Al Curtis added
another goal on a slapshot from the
top of the face off circle to give the
Stags a 2-0 lead. Worchester added a
goal before the end of the period to
close the Stags lead to 2-1.
The second period was a different
story as the game started to get
rougher. The Stags built up a 5-2 lead
during the period and Worchester
started giving some cheap shots. The
first Stag goal was scored by Richie
Bowler during a man down situation
with Mike Carmerlengo getting the
assist. Not much later, Mayer scored
on a pass from Jim Collinger boosting
the lead to 4-1. Jeff Lane got the last
Fairfield goal of the period after A.J.
OBrien passed the puck to him from
the corner. Worchester again scored
before the period was over to narrow
the lead to 5-3.
The third period was extremely
rough with many penalties being
called. Mike Carmelengo scored at the
beginning of the period for the Stags
last goal of the contest and they had
an almost insurmountable lead.
Worchester fought back and got two
goals in the last 10 minutes of the
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by Don Marron
In a meet Saturday at The Hidden
Valley Ski Area, Vernon, N.J., the
Fairfield University Ski Team A Squad
took sixth out of 13 teams in the tristate competition of the New Jersey
Collegiate Ski League. Dave Rogers,
who is undefeated in competition this
year, once again took first place
overall.
The rest of the team, however, was
plagued with difficulties. Brett
Whitcomb, the head coach and
number two skiier on the team had
binding troubles possibly attributable
to the sub-zero temperatures. Consequentially, he failed to complete his
two runs due to premature binding
release. Two other A team skiers, Kim
Anderson and Jim Dolan, did not
compete because of illness.

The second period was almost a
replay of the first with good play by
both teams but this time the Stags
were able to score. Five minutes into
the period, Camerlengo scored his
second goal of the game, again the
pass came from Bowler. Six minutes
later, after The Stags had killed off a
penalty, Al Curtis scored on assists
from Jeff Lane and Greg Sullivan,
putting them up by the score of 3-1.
Before the period was over
Framingham scored on a man down
situation to narrow the lead to a goal.
With less than a minute gone in the
third period, they scored again to tie
the game at three. With a little more
than 11 minutes to go in the period,
Framingham scored again, this time
on a power play. Maida had no
chance because it was on a rebound
that the defense had no chance to
clear. Framingham locked up the
game by scoring again with just over
five minutes left in the game.
This past Saturday, the Stags hosted
Worchester State and this time fared
better as they won by a score of 6-4.
Paul Mayer opened the scoring in the
first period by slapping a rebound past

lere a

Ski Team Finishes
In Meet

Stag Goalie Don Maida makes a fine kick save in the Icemen's 6-4 victory over Worchester State.
Last Saturday night. [Photo by Colin Kelleher]
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The Fairfield hockey team has
played three games in the last two
weeks and have only won one of the
contests. The two games they lost
were to,the number one and number
two teams in their division. The team
has played well in all three games it is
just unfortunate that they did not win
all three.
On Feb. 1, they played the division
leading Westfield team at the
Wonderland of Ice in a game that was
marred by penalties. The total penalty
minutes were almost even, but the
Stags were on the short end of a 5-2
score.
Then on Saturday, they faced
Framingham who are no, 2 in Division
II. Once again the Stags played well,
this time without as many penalties,
and once again they came out on the
short end on the number of goals
scored, losing 5-3.
After a weeks rest, they faced
Worchester State who are in the
middle of the division. They fared
better this time and dominated play
most of the game and won by the
score of 6-4. Their record in the league
is now 6-6-1 which is respectable for
the young team.
The tone of the Westfield game was
set in the first couple minutes when
one of the Westfield players connected a high stick to forward Ron
Sutfin's face. During the Period,
Westfield was able to capitalize on
two power plays that goalie Don
Maida had no chance on. Their first
goal came after some excellent
forechecking and forcing the Stags to
give up the puck, in their own end.
The second goal came eight minutes
later after captain Richie Bowler and
Jeff Lane had done a good job of
trying to kill off the penalty. The
penalty was almost over when they
scored on a rebound from in close.
Jeff Lane scores with just over two

minutes remaining in the period to
bring the Stags just a goal down at the
end of the first period.
At the start of the second period,
the Stags had to kill off the last minute
of a penalty which they did easily.
With just more than five minutes gone
in the period, Westfield scored just as
a Fairfield player was leaving the
penalty box. It was not a power play
goal but the player did not have a
chance to get into the play before the
goal was scored. For the next ten
minutes, the stags started to get rough
and they were putting on some very
good pressure. The Stags just couldn't
put the puck in the net and scored
with just over a minute left in the
period, increasing their lead to 4-1.
The third period started off with the
Stags continuing to play rough and the
refs continued to call penalties. With
just over eight minutes remaining,
Westfield scored their last goal of the
night on a long slapshot. Al Curtis
scored with 29 seconds left in the
game to make the final score 5-2.
Westfield had a total of 26 penalty
minutes in the game and Fairfield had
24. Paul Mayer accounted for 14 of
these penalties.
Saturday night the Stags played
Framingham at home again and the
visitors showed up a half hour late, but
they did bring their cheerleaders to
help brighten upthe rink. This time
both teams played good clean games
with only a total of twelve minutes in
penalties being called on both teams,
the Stags came out hitting hard from
the start and played well as a team
from the start. Framingham opened
the scoring with just over five minutes
gone in the first period on a shot from
the point that Don Maida was
screened on. The rest of the period
was played well end to end. Mike
Camerlego scored with just over a
minute left in the period on a pass
from Richie Bowler to tie the score at
1-1.
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Budget, Lack Of Support Limit icemen
By Paul LaViolette
The current tenor on our winterized
campus has much to do with athletics.
What with our superbly performing
basketball team riding high above all
pre-season expectations, a student's
greatest anxiety changes from -core
requirements to the availability (or
lack) of game tickets. This won't be
the concern here though, for the
cagers shall undoubtedly bury their
problems with convincing victories.
The actual problem is in the existence
of Fairfield's other varsity winter sport:
hockey. While managing a near .500
season thus far, the coaches and
players of the Stag's ice-men ably
overcome daily hardship and inconvenience, with smiling faces
nonetheless.
No one is more aware of and
concerned with the team's adversities
than head coach and mentor Dr. John
(Doc) McCarthy. McCarthy says that
for him "the two biggest problems
deal with money and space." It seems
the team has little or no storage room,
forcing Coach McCarthy to use his
own home to store equipment. Not
only does he then transport everything
to and from games, but has personally
washed and repaired all jerseys and
socks in the meantime.
When money enters as a problem
the side-effects can be overwhelming.
"In its 10 year history, the team is just
now receiving a true-to-form budget.
It is a livable budget, but has few
frills," adds McCarthy. As Organizer
and administrator, "Doc" also sees
recruiting and public relations as
important factors in the team's ability
to succeed.
As with all major sports, the
recruiting world is a difficult one in
.which to subsist. Concerning the
Stag's present scholarship funds
(begun in 1976 at $1,000 and increasing annually at $1,000 increments
through 1980) it is impossible at
present to formally recruit outstanding
players. "We have no full-time
recruiters," states McCarthy. "Most of
our players find Fairfield through
former players, which means that the
players themselves must initiate the
negotiations, leaving us only able to
reply." Yet even after choosing
Fairfield the problems are just
beginning.
McCarthy feels "Public awareness is
a key factor. We've received fair press
coverage from such sources as the
'Bridgeport Post,' yet local and
University acclaim is lacking." He
notes that in the recent edition of
'Fairfield....A University in Motion,' no
hockey games were mentioned on the
calendar of upcoming events, while
basketball was never overlooked.
Again concerning University functions, it was noticed that hockey
publicity was virtually non-existent in
the recently held "Alumni weekend"
literature, nor was it mentioned during
the basketball game or on its
broadcast. He believes "Anything that
would increase our awareness is
helpful. Any volunteer publicity in any
media on the University would be a
help."
There exists another vital outlook
on the team's overall difficulties,
which of course belongs to the
players. Assistant captain and senior
Paul Nolan shares many of Coach
McCarthy's views concerning team
support and awareness. He commented that "Fan support makes all
the difference in the world. Even when
our team plays really well, victories

Flanaghan
leaving,
plus
the
ineligibility of goal tender Fred
Carbone. It becomes readily apparent
that the success of the Stags is not
without major hinderances.
Given more support and some
tough play, both the captains and
coaches see Fairfield with strong
hopes of a spot in the Division III postseason tournament, a goal we all wish
they attain.
Noted participatory journalist
George Plimpton feels that hockey has
much to offer as a sport in and of
itself. In a recent article, the "Paper
Lion" said "So much of the action of
hockey is freewheeling, imaginative,
instinctive; it has the particular
pleasure of a completely different
medium — the ice — allowing great
speeds, quick stops, the ability to
move forward as fast as backward, the
'maneuverability of a dragonfly."
Hockey, undeniably so, is a great
game. Fairfield has a good team and
plenty of potential. What better way
to end a winter season than with
winners in both of our major varsity
sports? The feeling is that it is possible,
and with some Stag-mania at the
Wonderland of Ice, the best of both
worlds could be ours.

Captain Richie Bowler has played well this season for the Stag Icemen, on power plays, shorthanded situations, as well as taking his regular shift. [Photo by Tom Bisignanol
are difficult when there is a small fan
turnout." Nolan adds "When we play,
we try to win for our pride, which is
natural to anyone but made much
easier with fans backing you." He also
notes that while other Division III
teams play opponents of lower
standing, the Stags play all of the
division leaders twice (not of
necessity) which makes it more difficult to win.
Sharing the leadership role with
Nolan is fellow senior and Captain,
Richie Bowler. Bowler believes "our
win over Division III rival Wesleyan (43) was made possible by the cheering
fans. We came out in the third period
and we were really psyched. We had
to win."
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Both Nolan and Bowler emphatically agree o,n their appreciation
of the few loyal fans, and in no way
wish to deny them credit and thanks,
but as captains and motivators, they
simply wish the turnouts were better.
(Unfortunately, fellow captain Jim
Gollinger was not available for his
comments.)
Adding to the team's difficulties of
little money and publicity is the daily
schedule observed by the players. It is
by no means easy. With practice hours
set for 10:30 - 12:30 on weeknights,
and being in Bridgeport no less, the
level of dedication involved simply to
mesh as a team is enormous. McCarthy feels "the routine can easily
make for tiredness. With limited ice

time we can ill afford skipping a
practice." A good example cites the
Stags as being away in New Jersey on a
Sunday, a late practice on Monday,
followed by a close loss to Division II
New Haven on Wednesday. McCarthy
feels 'The fatigue built up and
definitely hindered our play." The
long term effects of this grueling
schedule can be seen in the loss of
four players to academic troubles last
year, plus nagging injuries to stickmen
Leys, Culhane, and Gollinger.
Adding to this is the nature of the
game itself, seeing scorers Curtis and
Hekker both losing game time to
broken bones. Another loss factor was
graduation, which saw two excellent
starters in Kerry Brooks and John
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Stags Back On Track;
Down St. Peter's 81-71

by Jay Nagle
and Tim Buckley
The pressure is off. the winning
streak is over. The home court streak,
the longest in the nation, is over. The
best winning percentage in the East is
in question. The Stags finally lost a
game, and at home no less.
But the Stags, still showing signs of
shock from Saturday nights disaster,
prepared for this weekends showdown
against St. Joseph's and St.
Bonaventure, by downing St. Peter's
81-71, before only 725 at the Peacocks
Yanitelli Center.
Stags center Mark Young paced the
victory, the Stags 18th of the year
against only three losses, with 26
points and was followed by Kim Fisher
who tallied 18. Captain Steve Balkun
also contributed a fine performance as
he hauled down 16 rebounds.
Ten straight Fairfield points helped
the Stags jump to their largest lead of
the first half, 32-20, but St. Peter's
fought back to tie the score at thirty
seven. Fishers two free throws gave
Fairfield a 39-37 advantage at halftime

The Stags had trouble breaking
away from the pesky Peacocks and
held only a'55-51 margin midway
through the second half. But Young
helped key a Fairfield streak, where
they outscored the Peacocks by 12-4,
with three baskets, to open up a 67-55
lead. St. Peter's never regrouped.
Torrid shooting kept the Stags on top,
as they shot a blistering 77% for the
half, (16-21,) and 61% for the game.
Young connected on ten of his 14
attempts, Sophomore Flip Williams hit
on 6 of 7, while Balkun made 5 of
nine. Kevin Rogers paced St. Peter's
with 16.
Seton Hall was the team who
handed the Fairfield quintet their first
loss at home in 27 games, and ended
the Stag win streak at 8. The Pirates
stunned Fairfield, 99-77 before an
amazed full house of 3284 at the gym.
Seton Hall, now 13-8, broke a
halftime deadlock at 39 to ramble off
15 points to Fairfield's two. With just
over two and one half minutes gone in
the second half, Seton Hall had
established for themselves a sturdy 13

Stags Guard Kim Fisher drives hard to the hoop for a three point
play as he is hit by Mahattan's Tom Courtney [Photo by Frank
Godfrey]

point advantage over the Stags and
showed no signs of letting up. The
visitors were treated all evening long
to three on one fast breaks, as Fairfield
was usually getting one shot at the
hoop before the Pirates would send off
their fast break against the flu stricken
Stags. With 14:34 to go, Seton Hall had
built their biggest lead, 16 points, and
for the next five minutes went with the
Stags on almost a 2-1 ratio for baskets,
building the lead to a wopping 23
points, leaving the Stag-mania crowd
quite Stag-nent. With five minutes to
play, Fairfield cut the lead to 16, and
there still seemed to be hope for the
Fairfield squad, but two quick buckets
for the New Jersey school iced the
victory.
Randy Duffin threw in 29 points for
Seton Hall, followed by Nick Calis
with 25, seven of them coming in the
openning second half spurt. Mark
Coleman and Greg Tynes also hit
double figures for the winners with 16
and 13 points.
Joe DeSantis led the Fairfield
scorers with 22, points, hitting half of
his 20 attempts from the field. Mark
Young had 15 points followed by Mark
Plefka with 13, Steve Balkun with 11
and Kim Fisher with 10. Most of
Fairfield's trouble lied in their
shooting percentage where they hit
"only 40.7% opposed to 56.5% for
Seton Hall. In the second half alone,
Fairfield shot only 37% while the
visitors hit on over 62% of their attempts, many on lay-ups. Steve Balkun
led all rebounders in the very physical
game with 12 caroms.
In the long run, the loss could turnout to be a plus for the Fairfield team.
Besides having the winning streaks out
of the way, they now realize that they
have to be ready for an off night every
once in awhile, and that is what last
Saturday was. With the loss, the 17-3
Stags should end up being a much
more realistic and sounder team as
they head for the final five games of
the season and into the play-offs in
post-season tournements.
Saturday, before another enthusiastic sellout crowd in the gym,
the Stags survived a six minute dry
spell in the second half, during which
they scored only two points and saw a
three point lead disintegrate into a
five point deficit, to edge Manhattan,
82-78.
The Stags threatened to blow out a
good Manhattan squad in the first half
behind the torrid shooting of senior
guard Kim Fisher. They opened up a 13
point bulge, 40-27 with more than
seven minutes left in the half "I
thought we had them there", guard
Joey DeSantis said. Barakat agreed. "I
thought we were going to blow 'em
out", Barakat remembered. "But Jack
Powers is one of the best coaches in
the country. He won't rll over and his
team doesn't either. They have mental
toughness. They came back." Come
back they did. Behind the hot
shooting of guard Jo Jo Walters,
Manhattan outscored the Stags 16-8 in
the closing minutes of the half to trail
by only five, 48-43 at intermission.
How did the Stags allow Manhattan
to get back into the contest, especial!'
with 3,500 Stagmaniacs rootin
against them? "Simple, the coach said,
'They killed us on the boards, just
killed us. And there aren't many teams
who can do that, especially with our
size. They got the second shots, they
got the momentum."
That momentum carried over into
the second half. The Jaspers scored
ten of the first 14 points in the half to
take their first lead since early in the
first half, 53-52.

Seton Halls Nick Galis hauls down a rebound in Saturday nights
debacle. Galis helped spark the Pirates with 25 points and
agressive defense [Photo by Vince Howley]
Forward Steve Grant, the nation's
number 12 scorer, helped Manhattan
increase that lead to 65-60 with 10:06
left to play as he scored ten of the
teams next 12 points, including eight
straight and a vicious slam dunk.
Grant had taken matters into his own
hands when Walters went to the
bench with his fourth personal foul
with only four minutes gone by in the
half.
but a steal and a lay up by Fisher
started Fairfield on a tear of their own.
They outscored the Jaspers 14-3 in the
next five minutes to take their biggest
lead of the half, 74-68. The key play in
the Stag surge was an incredible earth
shattering dunk by an outraged Stag
center, Mark Young, who had missed
two previous dunk attempts, and was
hit with a technical foul on one ol
them to hanging on the rim. Youngs

dunk came off a steal of a Manhattan
in bounds pass, and knotted the score
at 66.
Manhattan cut the margin to two,
78-76, on a jumper by center Mike
Bruno (18 pts., 10 rebounds) with 1:42
to play. The Stags were then looking to
use up as much of the clock as
possible. But when the ball went into
the high post with :47 remaining Stag
captain Steve Balkun received an
elbow to the face, courtesy of
Manhattan guard Tom Courtney, and
was unable to shoot the subsequent
fouls. Barakat can tell the rest. "I was
thinking of Plefka," the coach said, but
I asked the guys who wanted to shoot
'em, and Richie volunteered."
Broggini, a 92% free throw shooter
in High School, calmly sank those two
and yet another pair with just 14
seconds left to help ice the victory.

Long Island Guard
Picks Fairfield
Rich D'Antonio, a 6'3-1/2" guard at
Lynbrook High School, Long Island,
will attend Fairfield University in
September it was announced by Stags'
head coach Fred Barakat.
D'Antonio, a first team All-Long
Island and All-Nassau County
selection following his junior year, is
both the top scorer and top rebounder
at Lynbrook.
This season he is scoring at an
average of 26 points a game in addition to grabbing 13 rebounds a
contest. In recent Long Island
schoolboy action, D'Antonio poured
in 36 points as Lynbrook scored an
impressive upset victory over
Malverne High School.

His statistics this season also show a
54 percent mark from the floor and a
76 percent average at the foul line.
D'Antonio, who is coached by Bill
Metkiff, was heavily recruited last
season and early this season he
narrowed his choices to Villanova,
Penn State, Hofstra and Fairfield.
"D'Antonio is a scoring guard," said
Barakat, "and we feel that he will be
able to contribute to the success of
the team as a freshman because of his
strength, size and knowledge of the
game."
"We also expect him to be a top
flight defensive player on the college
level," Barakat added.

